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Places in accordance with the attached nomination documentation
subject to the following exceptions, exclusions, or amendments,
notwithstanding the National Park Service certification included
in the nomination documentation.

Date

bfAction

in Nomination:
Resource Count:
The revised Resource Count for the entire district should read:
20 contributing buildings (#3,5,6,7,8,9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,21,22,23,24,26,& 27)
2 contributing sites (#1 and 4)
6 non-contributing buildings (#2, 12, 19, 25, 28, & 29)
_1_ non-noncontributing structure (#20)
29 total resources.
[This corresponds to the information provided in the narrative and the district sketch map.]
[All of the above resources were previously listed as part of the 1972 nomination, except for
Buildings #2, Old Plaza Church Rectory and #19, Avila Annex, which were completed after 1972.
The previously listed and counted Brunswig Annex was demolished in 2008.)
Acreage:
The original acreage count of 42 acres in the 1972 nomination was incorrect and has been revised
to accurately represent the approximately 9.5 acre site identified on the district map.
These clarifications were confirmed with the CA SHPO office.
DISTRIBUTION :
National Register property file
Nominating Authority (without nomination attachment)
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THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (II known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

■

El Pueblo de Los Angeles Historic District , the area where
Los Angeles was founded and the hub of its growth during the
Hispanic and American (l9th Century) eras, retains a rich
composite group of buildings as evidence of the blending
ethnic groups and cultures which founded this City and shaped
its subsequent growth.
Within this area, appropriately enough close to the center
of modern downtown Los Angeles (see top picture opposite),
are several buildings of historic authenticity and representing
the several architectural styles which appeared at various
times during the City's growth.
While all historic buildings
had been modified somewhat by additions or other alterations
over many decades by the time the State Historic Park was
established in 1953, current intensive research and restorative
efforts seek to reestablish pristine authenticity.
The Plaza Church (l822) represents the Mission Adobe period
(l8l8-l8i^6) .
The Pico House (I869) is a well-preserved
example of Victorian brick and stone structures erected in
the area between I869 to 189O.
Later pre-20th Century
structures of concrete and plaster also still stand.
Other specific buildings of historic interest within the
Plaza District include the Pelanconi House (two-story brick,
1855) and Sepulveda House (two-story brick, i860), both now
authentically restored after intense research; Firehouse
(two-story brick, I88U); the Avila Adobe (one-story adobe,
1818); Merced Theater (three-story brick, I869); Masonic Hall
(two-story brick, I858); Gamier Building (two-story cut stone
and brick structure, I890).
As mentioned, some of these buildings have been restored
or stabilized.
For example, the Avila Adobe, considerably
damaged during the February, 1971 earthquake, is being fully
restored to appear as it was in the period of its greatest
historical significance.
Other buildings of later days are interspersed about the
Plaza Square or flanking Olvera Street -- a brick-paved arcade
filled with stalls, shops and restaurants all tastefully
accenting the Mexican motif.
Some of the later buildings are,
or will be functionally preserved, others will be replaced with
developments compatible with the area.
Those few of the de
velopments and activities within the District not precisely
historic in design or flavor contribute to historic preserva
tion by creating an atmosphere and providing facilities to
make possible the active participation of concessionaires
serving and, indeed, helping attract the growing volume of
visitors coming annually to see this active area with au
thentic and uninterrupted links to its historic past. (See
bottom picture opposite).
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since 1T81 for one reason or another. (See maps opposite).
It played a major role in the history of the American frontier
and the westward movement and, as such, has had truly natioaaX_
• significance since the day it was founded.
Today's Plaza area is the living composite story of
Los Angeles' growth from Indian times prior to 1781 through
Spanish, Mexican and American periods to become the nation's
largest city on the Pacific basin.
The Plaza area of Los Angeles offers a uniq.ue opportunity
for telling the story of the founding and growth of the
nation's third-largest city.
This i)2-acre area with its
historic structures annually attracts hundreds of thousands
of visitors coming from every state in the Union and most
of the.nations of the world, as well as a never-ending
stream of local residents, particularly school children.
One may stand in the Plaza kiosk and hear historic
bronze bells of the Plaza Church (1822) summoning worshippers .
today just as they did 150 years ago.
From here may be seen
the Avila Adobe (l8l8) used by Commodore Stockton, General
Stephen Kearny and General Fremont as a headquarters and
government house.
Kit Carson knew this adobe well.
Just
south of the Kiosk is the Pico House, built in I869 by the
last Mexican governor of California.
Also in the area is
the Merced Theater (1869); La Casa Pelanconi, possibly Los
Angeles' first brick house and ultimately the house of. Jose
Mascarel who was Mayor of Los Angeles shortly after the Civil
War; Sepulveda House (I87O); the Old Plaza Fire House (I88I+)
now housing one of the city's first fire engines; the Gamier
Building of early Victorian architectural style; and the
Masonic Hall, the first lodge building of* this venerable order
in Southern Californ^ia.
The inexorable march of human events through successive
generations, frequently of national significance, has con
tinually touched this area since its founding nearly 200
years ago as a Pueblo, one of only two Pueblos founded in
California by Spanish colonizers (other population centers
dating back to that time began as Missions), and the only
Pueblo to survive to this day.
The Plaza is a living historical district for which even
greater restorative efforts are a continuing goal;, a truly
national monument to preserve for generations yet unborn
^
tangible evidence of the dreams and- efforts of colonizlng/'<(^.A-'-!-^//
generations long turned to dust.
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Beginning vith
settlers recruited in the Sinaloa area ■byMexico, "by l800 Los Angeles contained a population of 350
inhabitants.
In l8l5 the original Plaza -was relocated to its
present area as a means of evading flood.
In l8l8 a new
church was built, identified in records as Chiesa de Nuestra
Senora la Reina de Los Angeles.
Services there began in 1822
and continue to the present day.
Its historic bronze bells
summon those who are members of the church now even as they
did nearly 150 years ago.
Standing nearby is the Avila House, the oldest residence in
the City of Los Angeles and one of the oldest adobe structures
in the State.
Owned originally by Francisco Avila, it became
so involved with political intrigue that it was known for
years as "La Casa Revolucionaria".
When Avila was killed as
a result of his revolutionary activities, the family settled
down to less vigorous living, interrupted by events related
to the war with Mexico when their adobe served briefly as
Commodore Robert F. Stockton's headquarters.
During this early period, the Plaza became a fashionable area
for residential construction; the Carrillos, Sepulvedas,
Lugos, Olveras, and other leaders of the community having
built their homes there.
The current Sepulveda House,
' '
located in the heart of the area on Olvera Street, though
built in the l870's is a later residence of a family notec
in California since early times.
In i860, a United States surveyor described Los Angeles as
a group of one-story houses mostly "build of adobe or some
burnt brick with very thick walls and flat roofs".
By 18T2 ,
a change in Los Angeles was apparent.
North of the Plaza
it retained a style characteristically Mexican; south of that
area i-t was a vigorous American city.
Buildings built during
this time were the Pelanconi House, Pico House, Merced Theatre,
the old Plaza Firehouse, the Masonic Hall and the Gamier
Building.
The City of Los Angeles in I87O had 5,700 people, 110 saloons,
and 4,000 dogs.
The Plaza area had quantities representative
of each.
When reached by railroad in I876, Los Angeles
underwent a dramatic change from provincial center to city.
Subsequent years raised the population from 102,479 in 1900
to 2,000,071 in 1953.
By I955 the population of the greater
Los Angeles area had reached 5 million.
During these times,
the Plaza (Pueblo de Los Angeles Historic District) became
even more cosmopolitan. No longer the geographical center of
(Continued)
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the city it continued for sometime, nevertheless, to exert
strong influence.
Additional structures were built, filling
in gaps between those built earlier.
The flat roofed, un
pretentious one-story adobe huts of "Sonoran Town" gave way
to solid brick warehouse type structures and business houses.
Where, in 18T2 , fully one-half of the area's citizens were
Spanish or Mexican, by I89O the city was predominately
American, with some Mexican-Americans, and Chinese.
By the
turn of the century, the Plaza area had deteriorated and
became a semi-slum. In l892 , Olvera Street had become a
disreputable alley, and much of the surrounding buildings
had followed suit.
The Lugo House became a Chinese store,
rooming house and some say, an opium den before being torn
down.
This was the scene when Mrs. Christine Sterling arrived in
Los Angeles to head a group interested in cleaning up "skid
Row" and preserving its historical background.
Through her
initiative, Olvera Street and the surrounding area gradually
improved.
The street itself becoming a Mexican marketing
center bringing back some of the flavor of its pre-American
past.
In 1953, the area was acquired by the County. City, and State
as Pueblo de Los Angeles State Historic Park.
Subsequent
development of the area is discussed in section seven of the
nomination form.
A historical resume on other structures Included in the
historic district nomination follows:
Plaza Area
An adequate record of the appearance of the Plaza is avail
able from 1848 on from drawings and photographs.
It was not
laid out in circular form until the early 18T0's.
In the
1890's and later, a public market was developed around the
Plaza, wagons loaded with produce being backed up to the edge
of the circle.
There have been various landscaping treat
ments; a statue of Filipe de Neve was placed in the center
of the Plaza in 1931 by the Native Daughters of the Golden
West.
There will be continued effort to landscape this
in accordance with historical integrity.
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The Masonic Building:
This is the oldest structure in the Pueblo area squth of the
Plaza.
It was the first lodge building in Los Angeles, the
second meeting place of Los Angeles Lodge Ho. h2.
The building
was constructed in I858 by the firm of Terry and Woodworth,
designed for store space on the bottom floor and "a satisfactory
room for Lodge purposes" on the second floor.
To encourage
construction, the Lodge loaned money at the rate of one and
one-half percent per annum and paid rental of $20 per month
for the use of the Lodge room.
Arthur Ellis, in a historical
review of the Lodge, asserts that "Los Angeles Lodge Ho. h2
was the first American organization set up here subsequent to
the government itself, and in truth the institution most firmly
interwoven in the life and growth of Southern California".
This building has been completely restored.
Its upper floor
is periodically used as a Masonic Hall.
The Pico Hotel:
Construction was begun on the Pico House on September i; , I869
and completed June 19, 18T0.
Pio Pico had sold half of San
Fernando Valley for $115,000 to build the hotel.
This was to
be the finest hotel in the city and he chose the site on the
corner of Main Street and the Plaza.
This site had been origi
nally granted to Jose Antonio Carillo (1821) and the Carillo
Adobe was razed to make way for the hotel.
newspapers of the
period carried full descriptions of the hotel, for a short
time the pride of the city.
The building has not been altered basically though many minor
changes have been made in interior arrangement.
The ground
floor originally contained the hotel office, a lobby, two
dining rooms and two stores, one of which was occupied by the
Wells Fargo Express Company.
The second floor was composed of
suites; there was also a public parlor.
From the gallery
around the interior court on this floor, there was a private
entrance to the Merced Theatre, enabling the guests to reach
the boxes and take their seats without the trouble of going
out into the street or mingling with the crowd.
The third
floor was devoted exclusively to sleeping rooms.
The furnish
ings for the hotel cost $3i+,000.
The total cost was $82 ,000.
Although the hotel was the finest in Los Angeles, it had a
very short period of prosperity: it was closed for over a year
_______________________ ( Continued )___________________________________
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around 1879.
The Pico House was soon to he victim of environ
mental deterioration and competition.
Prior to its construction
the Bella Union, the United States Hotel, and the Lafayette were
hotels of distinction in Los Angeles.
By l880 , there had been
added the Nadeau, the St. Charles, the Natick, and the St. Elmo.
Although Los Angeles served a large hinterland, a town of 11,000
could not support this many hostelries.
By l880 , Pico had lost
the hotel; in 1892 the name was changed, for a decade or so,
to the "National Hotel".
In 1897, the building was leased by
G. Pagliano and G. Berniatico, and in 1930 Pagliano purchased
the building.
The story of this building is intimately involved
with that of its founder, the last Governor of California under
Mexican rule.
In some ways, it is a memorial to this early
pioneer and political leader.
The Merced Theatre:
The first wooden frame building in Los Angeles was erected in
1851 on this site just south of Pico Hotel; it was used as a
saloon and later as a Methodist Church.
William Abbott started
work on the theatre in June I87O and it was opened December 30,
1870.
The theatre was on the second floor with living accommo
dations for the Abbott family on the third floor.
The ground
floor was used for business: Barker Bros, once occupied this
site (Barker Bros, were noted pioneer furniture dealers in
Los Angeles.)
On December 7» I872, an organization meeting
for a public library was held in the Merced Theatre, although
the structure was never used as a library building.
Like the Pico Hotel, the Merced Theatre had a very short life
as a successful venture.
By I89O it was no longer listed as a
theatre. With the turn of the century, the upper floors of
the Merced were transformed into cheap sleeping rooms; the
building remaining in such use throughout the next half century.
The Merced Theatre, now restored, will be reoccupied ultimately
at least in part, as a theatre, the lower floor being converted
to other commercial use.
The Gamier Building:
In 1890 Phillippe Gamier constructed a building specifically
intended for use of Chinese renters.
Gamier built only the
exterior walls; the interior walls and arrangements were con
structed by the Chinese lessees.
For some years the building was occupied by the importing
firm of Sun Wing Wo; throughout this period the managers for
(Continued)
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the company in this huilding has "been one family. Lew Ton
Pew.
Pew was manager until I896; his son Lew Sen Lai was
head of the business from I896 until 19^8.
Later its manage
ment was taken over by Lew Yee Fong.
The Chinese Benevolent Society (Association), an organization
which has been of great importance in the life of the
Chinese in Los Angeles, had its headquarters on the second
floor of this structure from I9OO until ”19^8.
SubsequentW^)^
the building was acquired and, restored by the-. St ate ,
Arrangements for its new concession are under way.

^
^

Fire House:
The two-story brick building on the corner of Plaza arid Lox^^n
Angeles Streets was constructed in I88O, and from the middrb>^/q-i
of the l880's until the late l890's was occupied by Chemical^'^
Company No. 1 of the Los Angeles Fire Department.
During that
time, it was leased from the owner, Mrs. Bigelow, for $50 per
month.
Following its use as a fire station, it was converted
to other purposes, there having been sleeping rooms on the
second floor and a restaurant and saloon on the ground floor.
Subsequent to this, the building has been completely and
authentically restored and serves today as a repository-exhibit
of fire apparatus and equipment of the l880's.
Sepulveda Building:
Built circa 1883-^ by Eloisa Martinez de Sepulveda for use as
a residence-hotel-boarding house.
One of the truly Victorian
structures left in Los Angeles, it possesses elaborate iron
grill work, a cupolo, and other features which identiffy it with
late 19th Century Los Angeles.
Both the Martinez and Sepulveda
families were outstanding pioneers in Southern California.
Pelanconi Building:
This building was among the first brick structures built in
Los Angeles circa 1852-3.
Brick was manufactured of local
clays by Jesse Hunter, brickmaker, who was the first to ply
his trade in Los Angeles.
The Pelanconis were an Italian
family originating on the Island of Malta.
In its early days,
the upper floor was used as a residence, the lower (basement)
as a winery.
Subsequently it became a warehouse for Chinese
merchants.
Today its basement it used as a restaurant special
izing in Mexican dishes.
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Other Buildings on Sanchez Street:
These buildings were constructed in I89O or later and were
used by Chinese for shops, stores and rooming houses.
Today
these buildings are used as official offices of the Pueblo de
Los Angeles Commission and. by the Department of Parks and
Recreation.
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1.

Name

historic

pueblo

BE*

OCT 2 9 1981

-6HP-

DE LOS ANGELES

(N.R. 11/3/72)

state historic park district

1. PLAZA HOUSE (GARNIER BLOCK)

2. VICKREY/BRUNSWIG

4. PLAZA METHODIST CHURCH

5.PLAZA COMMUNITY CENTER (BISCAILUZ BUILDING)

3^ BRUNSWIG ANNEX

and/or common

2. Location
1. 507-11 N. Main St.
street & number4. 115 Paseo de la Plaza
city, town

Los Angeles

state

California

2. 501 N. Main St.
3. 502 New High (111 Republic)
5. 125 Paseo de la Plaza
-----not for publication
vicinity of

code

congressional district

county

Los Angeles

Status
-X_occupied
-X_unoccupied
work in progress
Accessible
X yes: restricted
X yes: unrestricted
no

Present Use

25th
code

037

3. Classification
Category
X district
building(s)
structure
site
object

Ownership
X public
private
both
Public Acquisition
in process
being considered

agriculture
commercial
educational
X

entertainment
government
industrial

military

X

museum
park
private residence
religious
scientific
transportation
other:

4. Owner of Property
Bldgs #1-3; County of Los Angeles
name

Hall of Administration
street & number 225 N. Hill Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
. vicinity of

city, town

Bldgs #4-5: State of California

Department of Parks & Recreation
p n B/-»v 9'ton
Sacramento, CA 95811
state

5. Location of Legal Description
courthouse, registry of deeds, etc.

Hall of Records
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This nomination amendment concerns five structures contiguous to
the El Pueblo de Loe Angeles State Historic Park District, listed on the
National Register of Historic Places on November 3, 1972. It is designed
to add three structures which are located within the original boundaries
of the district: the Brunswig Annex, the Plaza Community Center (Biscailuz
Building) and the Plaza Methodist Church. It also contains more informa
tion concerning the Plaza House and the Vickrey/Brunswig Building which
were included within the original district but were not discussed in ade
quate detail.
The three additional buildings, constructed between 1897 and 1926,
contribute to the historical character of the El Pueblo district which is
the birthplace and historical core of Los Angeles. As noted, these struc
tures are contiguous to the district and are visually linked to it. Although
altered, these structures conform to the basic height and scale of the dis
trict, and they remain on their original sites.
The immediate area of the Los Angeles County-owned buildings is de
fined by New High Street to the west. North Main Street to the east. Repub
lic Street to the south and the Plaza Catholic Church to the north. The
buildings date from c.1883-97 and were constructed of brick and/or concrete
painted beige, with flat roofs and simple plans, and they are currently used
for storage purposes or are vacant. Much of the original ornamentation has
been removed and all the buildings are in a state of disrepair.
The area surrounding the buildings consists of sidewalks and a park
ing lot opening onto New High Street, which passes through the center of
the property. The two other buildings included in this nomination amendment
are located within the Plaza area. The Plaza Methodist Church (4) and the
Plaza Community Center (Biscailuz Building) (5) stand side by side on the
north end of the Plaza Kiosco area, east of Olvera Street, and west of Ala
meda Street. Both were built in 1926.
.1) PLAZA HOUSE (GARNIER BLOCK*)
Location: 507-11 North Main

Date: 1883
Owner: County of Los Angeles

The Plaza House was listed on the National Register of Historic Places
as part of the district in 1972 but requires further description at this time.
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The plan is rectangular. It is a two-story brick structure with a fivebay front. It is adjacent to the Vickrey/Brunswig Building, with the Pico
House and the Merced Theatre located diagonally across the street. It faces
east.
Philippe Gamier, a Frenchman, built the structure in 1883 as a com
bination hotel and commercial building. It was designed by the firm of Kysor
and Morgan who were responsible for the design of the Pico House and the
Merced Theatre in c.1870.
The ground floor originally housed stores, a saloon and a restaurant,
with lodging rooms upstairs located on either side of a central hall. A
large skylight runs in a north-south direction along the roof. There is a
wooden kitchen at the rear (west).
The east facade is 60.5 feet long. Its ground floor store fronts
are presently boarded over, but historically were divided into three separ
ate entrances. These entrances are flanked by molded pilasters and were
originally headed by large glass transoms. The original windows have been
altered and are now multi-paned. Second story windows are segmentally arched
with fluted pilaster-like mullions.and continuous sills. The windows vary
in size: the central window and end windows are double and the-remaining
are triple (double mulllons). Each window has 1/1 lights and a decorative
leaded glass transom. The facade has a molded belt course between each window and
transom.
Very little of the original ornament remains as it was removed by the
County for fear of seismic hazard following the earthquake of 1971. This
included the bracketed cornice, dentils and panelled frieze, as well as
the detailed central triangular pediment, the "Gamier Block" relief at the
base of this pediment and the "Plaza House" relief below. The continuous
molding, or archivolt, above each of the second-story windows and the panelled
areas directly below the continuous sills were also removed. Unfortunately,
only ghosts of some of the building's decorative elements remain. However,
it must be noted that the basic structural elements have remained unaltered
and the building would be very suitable for restoration.
The Interior of the Plaza House appears to be very little altered,
although it has been severely damaged due to vandalism and neglect. It has
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a very pleasing floor plan and would also be well suited for restoration.
*The Plaza House was at one time known as the Gamier Block, however the
name is not currently used due to possible confusion with the present Gamier
Block located within the park.
2) VICKREY/BRUNSWIG BUILDING
Location: 501 North Main

Date: 1888
Owner: County of Los Angeles

The Vickrey/Brunswig Building is situated on the corner of Republic
Street and North Main. The building was constructed by Ofield Vickrey in
1888 as a commercial endeavor. According to a Los Angeles Herald in 1888,
R.B. Young was the architect of the then 20-room, $85,000 building. Lot
dimensions were 58.10 feet on North Main, 96.95 feet on Republic and 106.71
feet along the south wall of the Plaza House. The building had three stores
on North Main with a passageway behind and two additional stores running in
a north-south direction behind it which opened on Sonora Street (Republic
Street). The passageway contained an elevator and a stairway. Another stairway
rose from the North Main Street entrance. A huge skylight ran from east to
west on the roof.
The five-story brick and concrete building (with basement) is four
bays wide and seven bays deep. It is painted beige with brown trim imitating
the color scheme of the Plaza House next door. It has a recessed entrance
with double doors which have a large double-pane transom on the north side.
Each story of the Vlckrey/Brunswlg Building is defined by its own
distinctive window type. The second and fourth story windows are segmentally arched with scrollwork within the arch. Third-story windows are rectan
gular with turned pilaster-like mullions and dentllled lintels. Fifth-story
windows are round arched. The bays on either end of the front have triple
windows; the center bays are double. Each bay is framed by an engaged pi
laster with ornamental capitals. The window pattern is repeated on the
building's south side.
Like the Plaza House, much of the Vlckrey/Brunswlg*s original orna
ment was removed for fear of earthquake hazard in the early 1970's. Its
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ground floor molded pilasters were removed as well as the original bracketed
cornice, decorative panelled frieze, dentils, and roof cresting. Heavy mold
ing on the eaves and corner pilasters were removed. The centrally located
triangular pediments, which appear in early photographs, were removed also.
The name of the building has changed three times, and accordingly the title
in the trlforium of the pediment: in 1888, "Vickrey Building," in 1905, "F.W.
Braun," and later, "Brunswig."
A photograph taken in 1905 shows all of the north elevation windows
bricked in, possibly to create a continuous wall surface for advertising,
as appears in the photo for the F.W. Braun Company (photo 12). Existing
north elevation windows vary. Five of the seven bays have been altered and
are rectangularly shaped with 6/1 lights, plain lug sills and plain lintels.
Two of the seven bays have been bricked in and appear to have been segmentally arched with plain lintels and sills. The building is currently used for
storage purposes by the County. It was abandoned in July of 1976 due to
possible hazard from its asbestos insulation and unreinforced brick.
3) BRUNSWIG ANNEX
Location: 502 New High Street
111 Republic Street

Date: 1897
Owner; County of Los Angeles

The Brunswig Annex Building was constructed in 1897 on the corner of
Sonora Street (Republic Street) and New High, directly behind the Vickrey/
Brunswig Building. The original rectangular, two-story building had a
third story added sometime between 1897 and 1909. The brick line of this
new story is still visible. According to the County assessment records,
large scale improvements were made to the building in 1909. The structure
is four bays deep with a segmentally arched entrance on the south elevation,
eastern end.
First and second story windows are segmentally arched with simple
brick lintels. More recent third story windows are coupled with round
arches, continuous molded lintels and plain lug sills. The rear (west)
elevation has asymmetrically placed rectangular windows; three on the second
story, and one on the third; it has a recessed entrance with double doors
at the northern end. Also adding interest to the building are decorative
glass tiles which are firmly fixed in the adjacent sidewalks.

ft':;:
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Like the other County buildings, the original heavy overhanging cor
nice with dentils was removed for fear of earthquake hazard. Presently, the
first story windows are boarded over and the structure is used for some Coun
ty storage.
4) PLAZA METHODIST CHURCH
Location; 115 Paseo de la Plaza

Date: 1926
Owner: State of California

The Plaza Methodist Church is immediately adjacent to the west side
of the Plaza Community Center (Biscailuz Building). It was built in the
Churrigueresque style and is three stories with a gently pitched gabled roof,
and tower at the southwest corner. Like the Biscailuz, the.church faces south
toward Paseo de la Plaza and the Plaza Kiosco.
The facade is divided into three sections; a central apse flanked by
two slightly projecting naves; the west nave is surmounted by a tower. The
heavily ornamented arched entrance is at the center of the facade. The full
story panelled wood door is topped by an elaborate leaded glass window and a
large trefoil surround. The door surround is very elaborate and is the main
focal point of the structure. The two flanking naves each have a segmentally
arched double door. The tower cornice is crowned by a pinnacle at each corner.
The blue and green mosaic onion dome is raised on a molded platform supported
by four composite columns. Garlands, bosses, flnials and panels decorate the
base of the dome. A spire rises from the top. The west elevation is nine
bays deep. The lower level multi-paned windows are rectangular. Upper windows
are also multi-paned, but segmentally arched with plain lug sills and elabor
ately carved lintels.
The interior of the church was altered in the 1960's by Richard Dorman
and Associates. Much of the early architectural detailing was removed, and the
overall feeling of the original church was lost.jwhen the alter was elevated on
a large platform.
5) PLAZA COMMUNITY CENTER (BISCAILUZ BUILDING)
Location: 125 Paseo de la Plaza

Date: 1926
Owner; State of California

The original 1926 concrete building was 41/2 stories with a flat roof.
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It was nine bays wide and fifteen bays deep. It has always faced south
toward what is now Paseo de la Plaza. A rear three-bay deep block still
stands a story taller than the remainder of the building and projects four
or five feet eastward toward Union Station.
The original ground level was 1 1/2 stories and consisted of a recessed,
segmentally arched arcade-like entry, and an elevated(10 steps) central en
trance with three floor-to-ceillng windows on either side. It had an iron
balustrade enclosing its open front porch. Windows were designed in groups
of three; all were simple rectangular casements with single-pane transoms.
Fourth-story windows originally had decorative lintels and all the windows
had plain lug sills. Between each three-bay section at the fourth-story level
was a simple pilaster (each was flanked by a molded ornament). Also above
each three-bay section was a square molded ornament.

■"If:
V
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Because the structure was built on a slight slope, the north (rear)
elevation is approximately six feet lower than the south facade. The original
front basement windows were small eight-light casements. To the rear however
(east side), the lower story was large enough to contain a 1-car garage. Di-^.;
rectly adjacent to the garage, on the east side, there also was an iron fire
escape.

. • ’'v.4
■■

During the 1960’s, the building was much altered by Burnett C. Turner
to give it a more Spanish style appearance. A tiled hipped roof was added to
the main block, and one was also added to the rear projecting section. Each
three-bay window grouping was combined to create single windows with double
mullions. The building now stands three bays wide by five bays deep. Third
story windows have small iron balconies. Fourth-story windows have contin
uous sills. The original segmentally arched arcade-like entry has been altered;
it has been extended around the east side of the building and is now more of
a continuous arcade with round arched openings. The elevated central entrance
is decorated with colorful Mexican tiles, and a simple iron railing encloses
a small stairway which now runs from east to west. Heavy wooden beams stand
overhead. The stucco is painted white and on the facade, behind the arcade,
is a mural, "Blessing of the Animals," painted by Leo Politi.
The building is occupied by the Mexican Consulate-General, and was com
pletely altered in the interior during the 1960’s to create space for several
offices.
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The Pueblo de Los Angeles State Historic Park District is signifi
cant, in the words of the 1972 nomination, as "the living composite story
of Los Angeles from Indian times prior to 1781 through Spanish, Mexican and
American periods to become the nation's largest city on the Pacific basin.
The Plaza area of Los Angeles offers a unique opportunity for telling the
story of the founding and growth of the nation's third-largest city." The
five structures with which this nomination amendment is concerned contri
bute to the significance of the El Pueblo district by adding appreciably to
its "living composite story."
The Brunswig Annex Building documents the "Americanization" and the
strong Involvement of French and French Canadian settlers in this predomi
nantly hlspanic town of the 1870's and 1880's. The remaining structures
illustrate the continuing use of the Plaza area for a variety of urban func
tions during the early twentieth century.
The manner in which these structures contribute to the significance
of the district can be discussed in terms of the specific site history of
each.
The PLAZA HOUSE (GARNIER BLOCK) (1) was built on property owned by
PiTo Pico, last Mexican Governor of Alta California, and by B. Sodela (Sottela)
in C.1856. Pfb Pico maintained a large house running the full length of the
north/south property line along Calle Principal (Main Street). The small
adobe belonging to Sodela was situated on the north property line at the rear
of the lot.
An 1876 photo shows the long narrow adobe on North Main (which had
belonged to Jesus Domltiguez in the early 1850's before Pio Pico acquired it).
In 1882-83 this adobe and any other small outbuildings on the site were lev
elled to make room for Philllppe Gamier's hotel and shops. Gamier was
later responsible for the Gamier Block on Los Angeles Street which was built
in 1891 for Chinese occupancy.
In 1887^ the building housed a store at 407 North Main, a saloon at
409, and a restaurant at 411. An 1888 photo shows a livery stable in the
building, while the Vickrey/Brunswig (2) is under construction next door.
Sleeping rooms were located to the rear of the Plaza House, and upstairs.
A prominent Los Angeles physician of Spanish origin named G. Del Amo had his
medical offices at 411 through 1894; Dr. Del Amo was also the Spanish Counsul.
Later he married a member of the Domiguez family. Doctor Lucio Zabala was
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in the building in 1891» and then throughout the 1890*s there were a bakery
at 511, a physician at 511 1/2, groceries at 507 and 509 and a gallery at
513. The building was called "Tourist Block" in 1892 and "Ohio House" from
1892-94. In 1910 it was listed in the Directories as "hotel, 507-11 North
Main." The structure was owned by Marianne C. G. Gamier until about 1913
when it was transferred to Peter Gamier. In 1914 there was a clothing and
dry goods store at 509, and by 1921 the building was referred to as the
"Gamier Block Hotel." By 1931 the building was owned by the Farmers and
Merchants National Bank, who sold it to the Gamier Holding Company in 1940.
"La Esperanza" bakery and restaurant had moved in by c.1930, and remained
throughout the 1950's. The bakery sign still stands over the door. The
County purchased the building in 1948. It housed the County Sheriff’s
offices in the 1950's.
The VICKREY/BRUNSWIG BUILDING (2) was built on land owned by Jesus
(or Joseph) Dominguez on the corner of Calle Principal (North Main Street)
and Hayes Alley (Republic Street). The Dominguez adobe faced North Main
during the early 1850's. It was then transferred to Pfb Pico (see Plaza
House history). By 1887 the lot had become a marble granite yard which in
cluded a woodshed, office and one other small building. The 1888 Sanborn
map labels 405 North Main "being built" and housing five stores. A photo
taken soon after the building was completed shows that the "Vickrey Building"
was the home of "Asphalt Paying Co.," whose company remained there until at
least 1892.
During the early 1890’s, the Vickrey Building served as a residence
for Thomas W. Temple, who was the editor of "La Cronica," B. Lee Vickrey,
Chauncey Vickrey and Miss Dora C. Vickrey; a dressmaker, shirt manufacturer,
newspaper, tailor and others occupied the building through 1897. In 1898
F. W, Braun and Co. purchased the building at 501-^05 North Main. Braun moved
from his former offices at 401-07 North Main where he had maintained a whole
sale drug business. The F. W. Braun Company was incorporated in 1902 as the
Los Angeles branch of the southern and mldwestern firm of Brunswig and Braun.
Luclen Brunswig, born in 1854 in Montmedy, France, was a well known
philanthropist who began his drug manufacturing career in Atchison, Kansas
and owned a drug store in Fort Worth, Texas. The son of a doctor, Brunswig
started work in the drug business at the age of seventeen.
*
Brunswig first came to Los Angeles in 1887 from New
Orleans to es
tablish a branch of his drug company on New High Street, within a block of
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the later site. The Brunswig family, consisting of Lucien and his wife. Mar
guerite, with their four daughters and one son, moved to Los Angeles perman
ently in 1905. By July 26, 1907, Brunswig had bought his partner, Braun,
out and Incorporated Brunswig Drug with branches in Phoenix, Tucson and
San Diego.
The Vickrey/Brunswig Building was first used for the manufacture and
storage of drugs in 1907. By 1910, Brunswig Drug had spread into the Bruns
wig Annex Building (3), the Old Brunswig Building (to its north) and to the
Beaudry Building (which was destroyed in c.1930). Within a few years the
company had the largest manufacturing labs west of Chicago. They produced
all of the standard pharmaceutical products and maintained distribution to
all parts of the United States, Canada and England.

is: ■
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Lucien N. Brunswig founded the pharmacy school at the University of
Southern California. In 1927 he donated 1,000 French literature books to
UCLA. He created a foundation for the aid of French tubercular children
after the Second World War, and was titled Chevalier of France by the French
Government for his founding of the French Red Cross on the Pacific coast of
the United States during World War One. During the late 1920*s, he was one
of six men who contributed $5,000 to the Plaza de Los Angeles Inc. to help
Christine Sterling create a Mexican marketplace on Olvera Street.
The building has been owned by the County of Los Angeles since the
1940’s and has been used mainly for the Civil Service and Police Crime Labor
atory.
The BRUNSWIG ANNEX building (3) was constructed on the site of Los
Angeles’ first gas works of 1867-69 (built by James Walsh). An 1869 photo
graph shows one gas tank there; soon after there were two. According to the
1872 Le Couvreur map there were four small structures on the south property
line along Hayes Alley (Republic Street). The Los Angeles Star of October,
1871 mentions a gasometer being built at the city gasworks along with the
foundation for a new building next to the old one. The tank was quoted as
being eighteen feet high and ninety feet in circumference. The new building
was required by the increased demand for light.

1

During the 1880's the Los Angeles Gas Company was headed by C. H.
Simpkins, President, and V. E. Plater, Vice President. Their office was locat
ed at 9 Sonora Street (Republic Street, formerly Hayes Alley). According
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to the 1883-87 Sanborn map, there were three buildings along Sonora Street
running back to New High: the two-story Gas Company building, a one-story
storage shed and a small iron pipe fitting shop. In 1888, the Gas Company
building was labeled, "two story pipe fitting shop" with a one story "pipe
fitting" shop attached to its west elevation and a twenty feet long storage
room on the corner of New High and Sonora. These three added up to 72.81
feet on Republic Street and comprised the "LA Gas Company." An 1894 birdseye map of Los Angeles shows the two-story building with the smokestack.
This building was demolished and the present building was constructed on the
site of 1897 (Daily Journal, July 10, 1897, pg. 4). This 1897 building had
a third story added by 1909 in which year the Assessor's map showed greatly
increased "improvements."
The structure was acquired by the County of Los Angeles together
with the Vickrey/Brunswig Building in 1946. The County paid $293,000 to the
Brunswig Drug Company.
The PLAZA METHODIST CHURCH (4) and the PLAZA COMMUNITY CENTER (BISCAILUZ BUILDING) (5) are located on the site of Bartolo Tapias adobe and land
on the north side of the Plaza, at the corner of Wine Street. The adobe was
constructed between 1830-45, It was later owned by Bartolo's son, Tiburcio.
In 1856 Judge Agustin Olvera acquired the building. In 1877, Wine Street
was changed by City ordinance to Olvera Street, although by this time Judge
Olvera no longer lived there. The building was owned by Judge Olvera's
daughter, Luisa 0. de Forbes, until the early 1900's. The adobe remained
standing until 1917, after having served as a residence and commercial struc
ture. From 1883 on, the adobe housed five (or more) Chinese businesses with
Chinese living quarters behind.
The first Methodist Missionary work among Hispanic people was under
taken in Los Angeles, Pasadena and Santa Ana between 1880 and 1910. The
Los Angeles headquarters, the Plaza Methodist Church, began as a small mission
in 1899. The church congregation came together in the one-story Olvera
Adobe at what was then 125 Marchessault Street (later Sunset Boulevard and now
Paseo de la Plaza). The first full time pastor was Reverend Enrique Narro.
The 1905 and 1910 Baist maps show the adobe divided into five address
es: 115, 115 1/2, 117, 119, and 121 Marchessault Street. This was property
formerly owned by Luisa Olvera de Forbes, who sold it to the "LA Land Comr-
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pany's Tract #1." By 1911, a Dr. Vernon McCombs had established several Meth
odist Missions throughout California. He also founded three social institu
tions beyond his endeavors as the leader of Hispanic Methodist Church work
on the West Coast. These three were the Spanish American Institute for Boys,
Frances DePauw school for girls, and the Plaza Community Center. The original
location of the Community Center was also within the Olvera Adobe. The cen
ter was, among other things, a small clinic and a training school for handi
capped persons run by Goodwill Industries in Southern California.
The Church and Community Center remained in the adobe until it was de
molished in 1916. Sometime between that time and 1921, three frame struc
tures were built on the site to house the Church and Center. In 1926, these
wooden bungalows were moved across North Main to New High Street, and the two
present buildings were constructed. The architects for both were Train and
Williams.
Rev. Eucario Sein and Dr. McCombs had long wished to build a church
combining Hispanic tradition and Protestant heritage. With the assistance of
the Los Angeles Missionary Society of the Methodist Church and other agencies
and individuals, the Plaza Methodist Church was realized. The Plaza Community
Center building next door housed the United Methodist Church Conference Head
quarters from 1926-56. It had child day care, social services and the clinic.
In 1956, the clinic was relocated at 648 South Indiana Avenue.

i-

The Plaza Community Center/Conference Headquarters building was sold
to the State in 1956. In 1957 Mrs. Christine Sterling wished the building to
become headquarters for all the Latin American Consuls in Los Angeles. Her
design was inspired by a post office in Mexico City, and was drawn up by the
architect for the El Pueblo de Los Apgeles Corporation, Burnett C. Turner.
The building was vacgnt until 1963 when the temporary offices of the Latin
American Trade Mart moved in. In March of 1964, the Trade Mart opened in a
building on the north end of Olvera Street. In 1965, a new state commission
for El Pueblo was created which did not favor Mrs. Sterling's earlier architec
tural plans for the building. They instructed Mr. Turner to redesign it. The
Mexican Consulate-General moved in in 1960, and after some time, they moved out
and returned in 1973. At that time the structure was renamed the Biscailuz
Building in honor of Sherriff Eugene Biscailuz.
The Plaza Methodist Church has had six pastors since 1926, the present
being Dr. Jose M. Fernandez. The Church was designated a Methodist Historic
Site in June, 1979 by the Pacific and Southwest Conference of the United Metho
dist Church.
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Verbal boundary description and Justification

Area 1: N. Main St. southerly to Republic St., thence westerly to N. Spring St., thence
northerly to the southern property line of the Plaza Catholic Church, thence
easterly to N. Main. Area 2: bounded by Olvera St west, Paseo de la Plaza south.
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1. Name of Property
Historic name: Los An e les P laza H istoric District Amendment
ister Of !·listoric Places
Other names/site number: EJ Pueblo de Los Angeles State Historic P ark Distt· Mati!Jrr44'Mok Service
de Los Angeles; El Pueb lo de Los Angeles Historic District
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(Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing
N/A
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Street & number: Roughly bounded by W. Cesar E. Chavez Avenue (north), N. Los
Angeles/N. Alameda Streets (east). W . Arcad ia Street (south). and N. Spring Street
west.
State: California County: ""'L~os,_A~n'l;lg~el:..:::e-"'-s_ _ _ __
City or town: Los Angeles
Not For Publication:
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3. State/Federal Agency Certification
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the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic
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In my opinion, the property _x_ meets _does not meet the National Register Criteria. I
recommend that this property be considered significant at the following
level( s) of significance:

national
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A
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D
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4. National Park Service Certificatio n
I hereby certify that this property is:

~tered in the National Register

_determin ed eligible for the National Register
_ determined not eligible for the National Register
_removed from the National Register
_other (explain:)

Date of Action

Ownership of Property
(Check as many boxes as apply.)
Private:
Public - Local
Public - State
Public- Federal

0
0
0
D

Category of Property
(Check only one box.)
Building(s)
District
Site
Structure
Object

D
0
D
D

D

Number of Resources within Property
(Do not include previously listed resources in the count)
Contributing
Noncontributing
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21

7

1

buildings
sites
structures
objects

8

22

Total

Number of contributing resources previously listed in the National Register --"1'""5'----

6. Function or Use
Historic Functions
(Enter categories from instructions.)
COMMERCE/business
COMMERCE/warehouse
RELIGION/religious facility
DOMESTIC/single dwelling
DOMESTIC/hotel
LANDSCAPE/plaza
GOVERNMENT/fi re station
FUNERARY/cemetery
RECREATION AND CULTURE/theater
SOCIAL/meeting hall
Current Functions
(Enter categories from instructions.)
COMMERCE/business
COMMERCE/restaurant
COMMERCE/warehouse
RELIGION/religious facility
LANDSCAPE/plaza
FUNERARY/cemetery
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7. Description
Architectural Classification
(Enter categories from instructions.)
COLONIAL/Spanish Colonial
LATE VICTORIAN/Stick/Eastlake
LATE VICTORIAN/Italianate
OTHER/Adobe
Materials: (enter categories from instructions.)
Principal exterior materials of the property: Concrete foundations; brick, adobe, wood, and
stucco walls: asphalt and terra cotta roofs.

Narrative Description
(Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property. Describe
contributing and noncontributing resources if applicable. Begin with a summary paragraph that
briefly describes the general characteristics ofthe property, such as its location, type, style,
method of construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has
historic integrity.)

Summary Paragraph
The Los Angeles Plaza Historic District encompasses approximately 9.5 acres in downtown Los
Angeles, California. The district includes 22 contributing and 8 noncontributing resources, which
date from the early 19 1h century through the early 201h century. It occupies a relatively level
portion of land between the Los Angeles River (approximately 0.6 miles to the southeast) and the
hilly terrain to the northwest. Centered on an open plaza, the district is roughly bounded by W.
Cesar E. Chavez Avenue (north), N. Los Angeles and N. Alarm:da Slrt.!t.!ts (east), W. Arcadia
Street (south), and N. Spring Street (west).
Located in the historic core of Los Angeles, the district rt.!presents a rare, intact, and diverse
group ofhistoric/cult ural resources that exemplify the founding and early growth of the city.
These resources include buildings and sites from the city's Spani h, Mexican, and early
American periods, and range from l8 1h century adobe buildings and large Victorian commercial
blocks, to Spanish Revival buildings from the early 20 111 century.
The district was first listed in the National Register ofHistoric Places on November 3, 1972. The
nomination was subsequently amended on October 29, 1981 to include five additional
contributing resources and to provide additional information on two buildings listed in the
original nomination.
Section 7 page 4
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The National Register nomination for the Los Angeles Plaza Historic District is being updated to
fulfill the following objectives:
( 1) To reframe the nomination in accordance with current historic preservation standards (in

particular, those outlined in How to Complete the National Register Registration Form,
1997).
(2) To add, remove, and reclassify contributing resources. A number of resources were
previously included within the boundaries of the district but not identified as contributing
or non-contributing. These include the Italian Hall, the Plaza Substation, the SimpsonJones Building, and the Hellman-Quon building, among others.
(3) To include as a contributing element the Plaza Church Cemetery (which at the time of the
1972 and 1981 nominations consisted of a surface parking lot). Partially excavated in
2010/2011, the Plaza Church Cemetery is now covered with a memorial garden with
interpretive signage.
(4) Removal of the Brunswig Annex, which was demolished in 2008, from the list of
contributors.
Narrative Description

Throughout the Spanish and Mexican periods, the Plaza area was the center of life for the
developing pueblo. It was the location of the Plaza Church, its cemetery, and the community's
primary water source, the Zanja Madre. In addition, the Plaza area was fashionable for
residential construction during the Spanish and Mexican periods and was surrounded by the
adobe townhouses of the city's most prominent families, including the Sepulvedas, Olveras, and
Lugos. Little immediate change occurred within the Plaza area in the early American period as
evidenced by a report from 1860, which described Los Angeles as a group of one-story houses
mostly "build [sic] of adobe or some burnt brick with very thick walls and flat roofs" (National
Register of Historic Places, 1972).
While the area north of the Plaza retained a characteristically Mexican-colonial character in the
following decade, the area to the south began a transformation into a vibrant American city,
reflective of the latest trends and styles in architecture. Buildings constructed between the late
1850s and 1870s in the Plaza continue to reflect this era. They consist primarily of brick
buildings with Victorian and Italianate designs. Extant examples include the Pica House,
Masonic Hall, and Merced Theater. With the arrival of the railroad and subsequent population
and construction boom of the 1880s, the rate of this transformation intensified. Many of the flatroofed adobe buildings of the Spanish and Mexican periods were demolished to make way for
more contemporaneously designed buildings, including the Eastlake Sepulveda House and the
Richardsonian Romanesque Gamier Block.
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A number of smaller brick commercial blocks were developed along Olvera Street during the
early 20th century. However, the shift of the t:entral business district southward, as well as the
continued outward growth of the city, resulted in the overall deterioration of the Plaza area by
the 1920s. By this time, Olvera Street was an unpaved alley used to make deliveries to the rear
entrances of the shops fronting Main Street; the Avila Adobe was condemned by the Department
of Health, declared unfit for human habitation (Poole and Bail2002:48).
The state of Olvera Street by this time inspired the efforts of Christine Sterling to preserve and
transform the area, in a romanticized transformation of Olvera Street into a Mexican-colonial
open-air market, complete with puestos (or small street smalls) and a statue commemorating the
founding of Los Angeles. This renewed interest in Los Angeles's historic core also resulted in
the construction of new buildings such as the Plaza Methodist Church and Biscailuz Building,
which were constructed in the Spanish Revival style popular during the 1920s.
Although some buildings have been altered since the 1981 update, the components that define
the historic character of the district remain intact and largely unchanged. The district retains
integrity and continues to convey the sense of its historic environment dating to the period of
significance.
Individual Building Description§.
The following section draws primarily from the previous nomination forms, noting any changes
that have occurred since the district was last amended in 1981.
1. Plaza, North Main Street, circa 1815- Contributing
Since its early development, the central focus of activity in El Pueblo de Los Angeles was and
continues to be the Plaza. The Plaza was laid out at its present-day location between 1825 and
1830 following recurring flooding of the Los Angeles River. By the 1830s, it was a square, open
plaza sm1·ounded by the adobe townhouses uf prominent settlers. The city's first water storage
tank was constructed at the center of the plaza in 1861, where it remained until it was removed in
1871. At that time, the Plaza was reshaped into a circular design, and the central fountain was
installed. In 1875, the Plaza was landscaped with orange and cypress trees, and around i878 the
four Moreton Bay fig trees were planted at each side. Paved in cement, the circular Plaza features
brick diagonal strips that radiate out from the wrought-iron bandstand at the center, which was
installed in 1962. The Plaza is framed around the exterior by low walls of patterned brick that
were laid in 1930.
2. Old Plaza Church Rectory, 535 North Main Street, 1983- Non-Contributing
Located to the north of the Old Plaza Church is the Plaza Church Rectory, an office and pastoral
center which was constructed in two phases and completed in 1983. The one- and two-story
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building features a clay-tile roof and is connected to the Plaza Church via a walkway at the rear
(west), forming a central courtyard to the north of the church. The building replaced an earlier
rectory dating to 1913.
In 1981, in preparation of the rectory's construction, the Northridge Archaeological Research
Center (NARC) conducted a study of the area north of the church on behalf of the Archdiocese
of Los Angeles. The study concluded that the area was likely to contain "intact archaeological
foundations, features, and artifacts associated with the Padre's quarters" (Singer et al. 1981 :33).
The study also raised the possibility that the area contained "part of the old cemetery and the old
Church garden compound" as well as "aboriginal materials and features associated with the
village of Yang-na." NARC conducted test excavations at the site, including 44 test units, over
approximately eight months in 1981. Five truckloads of additional site materials were
transported to the Andres Pica Adobe, and at least two loads were screened and cataloged
(Kealhofer 1991 :278-280). If NARC produced a report of their findings, it is not housed at the
South Central Coastal Information Center (SCCIC). The team did produce a record for the site,
however, which was given the designation CA-LAN-1112H. The record (NARC 1981) indicates
that no human remains had been identified in the excavations as of July 3, 1981.
The results of the NARC excavations were presented in a dissertation prepared by Kealhofer
( 1991 ), along with detailed analyses of recovered ceramic artifacts, particularly native-made
Mission ware, and faunal bone, particularly cattle. Kealhofer describes a 7-m diameter, Spanish
Colonial period trash pit that was once located in the backyard of one of the original plaza house
lots, possibly that owned by Pablo Rodriguez from 1781 to 1796. The pit appears to have
contained materials from multiple households, however, and it may have been used until the
construction of the church in 1818. The excavation revealed several additional features,
including the cobble foundations of the original padre's house, as well as later deposits dating
through the 1860s, and to a lesser extent, the 1920s. While this evidence suggests the
archaeological site may have the potential to yield information, without additional
documentation to identify its current integrity, it is not possible to include it as a contributing
resource at this time.
3. Old Plaza Church, 535 North Main Street, 1822- Contributing
The Old Plaza Church is located along North Main Street immediately northwest of the Plaza.
Also known as Iglesia de Nuestra Senora fa Reina de Los Angeles, or affectionately as La
Placita, the church was constructed between 1815 and 1822 and is the oldest church in Los
Angeles. As originally constructed by Native American laborers, the building was much smaller
and capped with a flat brea roof, which was later replaced by wood, and more recently by
pitched clay tile. The transepts were most likely constructed during the 1840s; after the primary
(east) fa<;:ade collapsed in 1861 due to heavy rains, it was replaced by the present stucco-covered
brick fa<;:ade. The fa<;:ade features a wide triangular pediment flanked by pointed buttresses,
which is different than an earlier curved gable and double doors that were situated under an
arched opening. A Victorian-style bell comer on the southern comer of the fa<;:ade, also flanked
by pointed buttresses, was added in 1869. In 1913, the church was enlarged by expanding the
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sanctuary and west end to the building. Finally in 1965, a new church was added at the
northwestern end to accommodate the growing congregation. The original church currently
serves as a chapel.

4. Plaza Church Cemetery, North Main Street, 1822 -Contributing
The Los Angeles Plaza Church Cemetery, in use between 1823 and 1844, included burial areas
north, south, and possibly east of the Old Plaza Church. The southern area, described here, is
located on an approximately 0.36-acre lot situated between the Old Plaza Church to the northeast
and the Plaza House to the southwest. The cemetery is presently landscaped as a memorial
garden and enclosed by a decorative fence. Following the opening of the nearby Calvary
Cemetery in 1844, the grave markers at the Plaza Church Cemetery were removed and an orange
grove was planted on the site. The land was leased by the Church sometime around 1900, and by
1905 a small commercial building fronting North Main Street was constructed on the site.
Following the purchase of the land by the County of Los Angeles in 1950, the building was
demolished and the site was paved to develop a parking lot, which remained in place until its
removal in 2001. The site was landscaped with grass and enclosed with a fence until 2010 when
construction activities for the LA Plaza de Cultura y Artes project resulted in the discovery of
historic graves and a subsequent archaeological excavation of the cemetery.
A total of 106 burial features, along ·with associated artifacts, v:ere identified as a result of the
osteological and archaeological analysis of materials recovered from the site during the 20102011 excavation efforts (Dietler et al. 2012), and the site was given the designation CA-LAN4218H. A minimum number of individuals (MNI) of 130 was calculated as result of analysis;
however, burial journal records indicate that a total of 693 individuals were interred at the
cemetery between 1823 and 1844 (Huntington Library 2006). Burial records of the Plaza
Cemetery indicate that Hispanic, Native American, and individuals of varied heritage were
buried in the cemetery. The site was found to be previously disturbed, as evidenced by extremely
fragile and often commingled skeletal remains and poor artifact condition. Nevertheless, many
graves were substantially intact at the time of excavation, including associations between human
remains and funerary attifacts.
5. Plaza House/Gamier Block, 507-511 North Main Street, 1883- Contributing
Constructed in 1883 by early Los Angeles developer Phillipe Garnier, the Plaza House is located
southwest of the Plaza Church Cemetery on North Main Street. The two-story brick building was
designed by the pioneering Los Angeles architecture firm ofKysor and Morgan, consisting of
Ezra F. Kysor and Octavius Weller Morgan Sr. A native of New York, K ysor was one of Los
Angeles's earliest and most prolific architects in the final quarter of the nineteenth century.
Kysor's early commissions included the Pico House and Merced Theater (described below) and
the Saint Vibiana Cathedral. With its Italianate stylistic detailing, the building initially housed
commercial space on the ground floor and a hotel on the second floor. Following an earthquake
in 1971, much of the original ornamentation on the primary (east) fa9ade was removed for fear
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of seismic hazard. Recently, however, the exterior of the building was rehabilitated with the
reconstruction of many of the building's original decorative elements, including the bracketed
cornice, dentils, and paneled frieze, as well as the detailed central triangular pediment. This work
was completed as part of the building's adaptive reuse by the County of Los Angeles for the LA
Plaza de Cultura y Artes center.
6. Vickrey-Brunswig Building, 501 North Main Street, 1888- Contributing
Adjacent to the Plaza House on the comer of Republic Street and North Main Street, the
Vickrey-Brunswig Building was one of the city's first five-story buildings. Commissioned by
Indiana native and investor William Vickrey at the height of the 1880s building boom, the
Vickrey-Brunswig Building originally served as ground-floor retail space with lodging in the
upper floors. The building was designed by pioneering Los Angeles architect Robert Brown
Young, principal ofR.B. Young & Son, in a transitional Victorian-Italianate style. After Vickrey
declared bankruptcy with the collapse of the 1880's boom, the building was purchased by
Frederick W. Braun in 1897. Braun, along with his partner Lucien Napoleon Brunswig,
established one of Los Angeles's earliest pharmacies and drug stores in the building. In 1907,
Brunswig purchased from Braun his interests in the company, which was renamed the Brunswig
Drug Company. As with the Plaza House, much of the Vickrey-Brunswig Building's original
ornamentation was removed following the 1971 Sylmar earthquake. As part of its adaptive reuse
for the LA Plaza Cultuni y Artes center, the exterior of the building was rehabilitated and many
of the original features were repaired and restored; this included the reconstruction of the
bracketed cornice, decorative paneled frieze, dentils, and roof cresting. Additionally, the
centrally located triangular pediments were reconstructed, presently featuring the name of the
building's last occupants during the period of significance.
7. Pica House, 424 North Main Street, 1869-70- Contributing
The Pica House, located at the comer ofNorth Main Street and the southwest edge of the Plaza,
is a three-story stone and brick hotel built in 1869-70 by Pia Pica, the last Mexican governor of
Alta California. The 82-bedroom Pica House was the first three-story building in Los Angeles,
and at the time of construction, was considered the finest hotel in southern California. The hotel
office, a lobby, two dining rooms, and two stores occupied the ground floor, and suites and a
public parlor filled the second floor. Only sleeping rooms were contained on the third. The
building also includes two interior courts. The Italianate building was designed by pioneering
Los Angeles architect Ezra F. Kysar. The stucco-clad exteriors fronting North Main Street and
the Plaza were painted to look like blue granite, with segmental-arched windows used to give the
fa9ade an arcade effect. A belt course encircles the building at the second- and third-floor sill
levels. Marking the roof line and spanning the fa9ade is a projecting cornice, accented with
dentils and brackets, and a paneled frieze beneath. Shaped parapets contain the building's name
over the central bays.
8. Merced Theater, 420 North Main Street, 1870 -Contributing
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Abutting the southwest end of the Pi co House, the Merced Theater was constructed by William
Abbot in 1870 and was the first building constructed in Los Angeles specifically for the
presentation of dramatic performances (Poole and Ball 2002:1 03). Like the Pi co House, the
Merced was designed by architect Ezra F. Kysor in an ornate Italianate style, with gold painted
finials on the roof and balconies, and arched windows deeply sel along lht! fa\=ade. Marking the
roof of the building is a prominent decorative cornice, which spans the fa9ade and is accented
beneath by a course of dentils and a paneled frieze. A curved, partial parapet caps the building.
The ground floor, which has housed a saloon, a church, and an armory for the Los Angeles
Guard, features a recessed entrance with multi-paned windows. In 1960, the basement was
connected to the Garnier Building basement under Sanchez Street.
9. Masonic Hall, 416 North Main Street, 1858- Contributing
The Masonic Hall is a two-story brick building located on the northeast comer of North Main
Street and Arcadia Street. Constructed in 1858, the building was designed by William Perry and
James Brady for Los Angeles Lodge No. 42 A & FM (Accepted and Free Masons), and was the
first specifically-built lodge meeting hall in Los Angeles. The lodge occupied the second story
until 1868, and the ground floor was used for storage and commercial purposes. In the 1870s, the
primary (northwest) fa9ade was altered to conform more closely to the Pico House and Merced
Theater through the addition of the second floor balcony and the addition of stucco sheathing.
The first floor features three pairs of glass- and wood-paneled doors placed under segmentalarched transoms. An elaborate cornice, accented with brackets, dentils, and a paneled frieze,
spans the edge of the flat roof. The building was saved from demolition for freeway construction
in 1953 when the Los Angeles Masonic community campaigned for its preservation. Restored by
the State of California in 1960-62, the building was rededicated as a Masonic Hall in 1962 .

•

10. Gamier Building, 419 North Los Angeles Street, 1890- Contributing
Located on the northwest comer of Arcadia Street and Nurlh Los Angeles Street, the Gamier
Building was constructed by early Los Angeles developer Philippe Gamier in 1890 specifically
to be used by Chinese renters. The two-story brick and sandstone building was designed by
Abraham M. Edelman in a Richardsonian Romanesque style, chara~lt:rizt!d by rounded stone
corbel posts. Gamier only constructed the exterior walls of the building, with Chinese lessees
completing the interior walls. Until the State of California acquired the building in the late
1940s, t.~c building acted as the unofficial "City Hall" for the Chinese-American population in
Los Angeles. With much of San Francisco's original Chinatown destroyed during the 1906
earthquake and subsequent fires, it stands as one of the oldest surviving Chinese-Americanrelated buildings in a California metropolitan area (Poole and Ball2002:104 ). While the two
southwest bays were demolished for construction of U.S. Route 101 in 1953, the remaining
original portion ofthe building retains integrity and is currently occupied by the Chinese
American Museum.
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11. Sanchez Building, 425 North Los Angeles Street, 1898- Contributing
The Sanchez Building is a narrow 3-bay, 2-story brick building located to the south of the Turner
Building. Constructed in 1898, it was primarily used by Chinese Americans for commercial and
residential purposes. Brick segmental arches head the first-floor wood- and glass-paneled doors
with transoms. The l-over-1 wood sash windows on the second story have brick labels with
corbel stops; decorative brickwork runs along the flat roofline. Like the Gamier Building, the
Sanchez Building is currently occupied by the Chinese American Museum.
12. Turner Building, 430 Sanchez Street, 1960- Non-Contributing
The Turner Building adjoins the Sanchez Building to the southwest and the Hellman-Quon
Building to the northeast. Constructed in 1960, it is a one-story brick building designed to
complement the neighboring buildings.
13. Hellman-Quon Building, 130-132 Paseo de Ia Plaza, 1900- Contributing
Constructed in 1900 by Isias Hellman, the Hellman-Quon Building is a one-story brick building
fronting on the Plaza. It was long rented by Quon How Shing, who purchased the building in
1920 and owned it untill954 when the State of California acquired it. The building features
rectangular multi-paned windows set under segmental arched and rectangular heads, and brick
corbelling, which runs along the flat roof line. Partially rehabilitated, the building is currently
used for exhibitions, meetings, and education workshops.
14. Plaza Firehouse, 134 Paseo de Ia Plaza, 1884- Contributing
The Plaza Firehouse is a 2-story brick building located on the comer ofPaseo de Ia Plaza and
Los Angeles Street. Constructed in 1884, it was the first structure in Los Angeles designed
specifically for fire fighting equipment and crews, serving in this capacity until 1897. It was
converted to other uses following its use as a fire station, such as sleeping rooms on the second
floor and a restaurant and saloon on the ground floor. The building features a corbel table that
decorates a low stepped parapet and plain brick segmental-arched window heads and 2-over-3
wood sash windows. Above the wide-paneled wood station doors is a frame balcony with a shed
roof. The building was completely restored, which included the reconstruction of a cast dome for
the fire alarm, and currently operates as a museum that displays firefighting equipment dating to
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
15. Biscailuz Building, 125 Paseo de la Plaza, 1926 -Contributing
Adjoining the Plaza Methodist Church to the southeast is the Plaza Community Center (Biscailuz
Building) which was constructed in 1926 as the United Methodist Church Conference
Headquarters. The present appearance of the four-story masonry building is largely the result of
exterior alterations completed during the 1960s that were designed to give the building a more
Spanish style appearance. These include the addition of a tiled hipped roof.to the previously flat
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roof of the main block, the combination of original three-bay window groupings to create single
windows, and the alteration of the original segmentally arched arcade-like entry, which now
features a continuous arcade with round arches that extends around the east side of the building.
The lower southeast wall of the building features a mural from 1978 by Los Angeles Artist
entitled "The Blessing of the Animals," which depids a traditional ceremony that takes place
within the Plaza Area every year on the Saturday before Easter.
The 1981 nomination amendment was prepared in part to include the Biscailuz Building as a
contributing building within the Los Angeles Plaza Historic District. As discussed in 1981, the
building is visually linked to the district and contributes to the overall historical character of the
area. While altered, the building conforms to the general height and scale of the district and
remains in its original location.

16. Plaza Methodist Church, 115 Paseo de la Plaza, 1926- Contributing
The Plaza Methodist Church is located at the intersection of Olvera Street and Marchesseault
Street, immediately adjacent to the Plaza Community Center (Biscailuz Building). Constructed
in 1926, the three-story building was designed in a Spanish Churrigueresque style by the
architecture firm of Train and Williams, established by Robert Farquhar Train and Robert
Edmund Williams.
The building features sculptural ornamentation and a Moorish dome of yellow and green tile
with a garlanded finial at each comer. Entrance to the building is a granted through a full-story
paneled wood door, which is topped by an elaborate leaded-glass window and a large trefoil
surround. The decorative detailing of the door surrounds is elaborate and the focal point of the
design. While the building maintains its integrity on the exterior, the interior was significantly
altered in the 1960s, including the removal of architectural detailing and the elevation of the altar
onto a large platform.
17. Plaza Substation, 611 North Los Angeles Street, 1903-04- Contributing
The Plaza Substation is located along the east side of Olvera Street and was constructed in 190304 as the first and largest of fourteen substations built to supply electrical power for the Los
Angeles Railway Company. Because of the sloping terrain of its site, the brick masonry building
is three stories on its Olvera Street elevation (on the northwest) and four stories on its southeast
elevation.
Divided into five bays by buttresses, the fat;ade features brick pilasters and a roof supported by
elaborate wooden trusses. Rectangular wood-framed windows are set into segmental-arch
surrounds, with two banks of clerestory windows. The building's ornamental stepped parapet
was removed after the 1971 Sylmar earthquake but restored in 1989-90. In 1978, the Plaza
Substation was individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places for its association
with the transportation of history of Los Angeles.
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18. Avila Adobe, 10 East Olvera Street, 1818 -Contributing
Located to the north of the Plaza Substation is the Avila Adobe, which was constructed by Don
Francisco Avila in 1818. The one-story adobe building is the oldest existing residence in Los
Angeles. At the time of its construction, it featured three-foot thick adobe walls, packed earth
floors, and a flat roof sheathed with a mixture of tar, rocks, and horse hair. Wood floors, doors,
and window frames were later additions, as was the full-width planked veranda and steps
fronting Olvera Street. In 1868 the Avila family vacated the house; in subsequent decades, it was
used as a boarding house and eventually an Italian restaurant and hotel. When it was threatened
with demolition in the 1920s, Christine Sterling was inspired to restore the building and
eventually transform the rest of Olvera Street. It was donated to the State of California when the
Plaza area became a state park in 1953 and subsequently has operated as a historic house
museum.
19. Avila Annex, 10 East Olvera Street, 1974- Non-Contributing
The Avila Annex is a one-story, L-shaped building located in the rear (southeast) patio of the
Avita Adobe. The building was constructed in 1974 and currently houses park staff offices and
restrooms.
20. Zanja Madre, Olvera Street, ca. 1781 -Non-Contributing
Known to be located underneath Olvera Street is a segment of the Zanja Madre, or mother ditch,
which is an early water conveyance system initially built in 1781 to divert water from the Los
Angeles River to the newly established Pueblo. Originally ah open earth ditch, this segment of
the zanja was encased by a conduit brick masonry pipe between 1884 and 1888 (Hall 1888).
Numerous historical maps and accounts indicate that the zanja traveled southwest from the river
between present-day North Broadway and North Alameda Street to the approximate intersection
ofWest Cesar Chavez Avenue and North Main Street (Ord 1849; Kellehrer 1875; Ruxton 1873).
From that point, the zanja traveled south across Olvera Street to the junction of North Alameda
Street and North Los Angeles Street and then continued to the southwest, eventually branching
into several numbered zanjas.
An archaeological excavation undertaken in 1978 identified a portion of the brick-lined Zanja
Madre that appeared to exit from the Avila Adobe property, indicating the alignment depicted in
historical maps is indeed correct (Costello and Wilcoxon 1978). While this evidence leaves little
doubt that segments of the zanja traverse the boundaries ofthe district, without additional
documentation to identify the resource and its current integrity, it is not possible to include it as a
contributing resource at this time.
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21. The Winery, 11 East Olvera Street/845 North Alameda Street, 1870-1914- Contributing
Located at the northeast end of Olvera Street, the one-story Winery building was constructed in
stages between 1870 and 1914. The polygonal brick building was one of several wineries
operated by Italian-Americans living in the pueblo area in the late nineteenth and ~arly lwt:nlidh
centuries. Presently the building (which was subdivided in 1930) functions as exhibit space,
shops, and offices; as well as a restaurant, which is located within the portion fronting Olvera
Street.
22. Italian Hall, 644-650 North Main Street, 1907-08- Contributing
The Italian Hall is a two-story masonry building located at the northernmost end of Olvera
Street. Built in 1907-08, the building was the social center for the town's Italian community and
used for banquets, weddings and dances. Developer Marie Hammel chose architect Julius W.
Krause to design the building, which features yellow-colored brick on the northwest and
northeast elevations and unpainted brick on the elevation facing Olvera Street. Sash windows are
placed within rectangular and segmental arched openings, and the primary entrance on North
Main Street is located under a wrought iron balcony. After shops opened on Olvera Street in
1930, the Italian-American groups began moved towards larger quarters. Current plans call for
the upper floor to house a museum on the history of Italian immigrants in Los Angeles.
On the second-story southwestern elevation is the 18 x 80-foot mural, America Tropical. The
mural was painted by the prominent Mexican artist and activist David Alfaro Siqueiros and is his
only surviving public mural in the United States (Poole and Ball 2002:90). When it was
completed in 1932, America Tropical provoked controversy due to its content, which depicts a
Mexican Indian crucified on a double cross beneath an American eagle, with two sharpshooters
taking aim at the eagle from a nearby rooftop. Negative reaction to the mural resulted in the
mural being partially covered with white paint within a year, and completely covered by the end
of the decade. Early conservation efforts began in the 1970s, with subslanlial sleps not occurring
until the late 1980s. Over the following two decades, additional research, fundraising, and
conservation efforts were carried out, and in 2012 the mural was reopened with a protective
shelter and viewing platform, and an interpretative center in the Sepulveda Houst:.
23. Hammel Building, 634-642 North Main Street, 1909- Contributing
Adjoining the Italian Hall to the northeast and the Pelanconi House and Warehouse to the
southwest, the Hammel Building is a one-story brick building constructed in 1909 by developer
Marie Hammel. The building features a flat roof, trimmed with a continuous cornice lined with
dentils and four storefront openings along its northwest elevation. As originally built, the
building housed four light-industrial shops and a partial basement/storage area along Olvera
Street. In the 1930s, staircases were added to the southeast elevation to provide access to the
building from Olvera Street, and small basements were excavated in the 1940s to provide
additional commercial space. A large canopy was constructed on the north end of the building in
2012 to protect the America Tropical mural, which is painted on the exposed second story, south
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wall ofthe adjacent Italian Hall. The protective shelter consists of a wrapped steel-framed
canopy and free-standing, angled side panels on the North Main Street and Olvera Street
elevations. While this structure is a highly visible addition to the Hammel Building, it is
reversible and its design and materials are clearly differentiated from the original building; this
alteration therefore has not compromised the building's integrity and ability to convey its period
of significance.
24. Pelanconi House, 17 West Olvera Street, circa 1852-57; Pelanconi Warehouse,
North Main Street, 1910- Contributing

630-632~

The Pelanconi House and Warehouse are located along the west side of Olvera Street between
the Hammel Building to the northeast and the Gibbs Brothers Electric Company Building to the
southwest. Constructed circa 1852-57, the small 2-story building is one of the first brick
buildings in Los Angeles, and the oldest surviving example. The ground floor, or exposed
basement, initially housed a wine cellar, and living quarters were located above. The house was
built by Giuseppi Covaccichi and purchased by Antonio Pelanconi in 1871, who used the first
floor store wine from his winery across the street. Fronting North Main Street, the Pelanconi
Warehouse, a brick masonry building, was constructed by the Pelanconis in 1910. The
warehouse was connected to the residence in 1930 through the removal of the adjoining wall
when La Golondrina Mexican restaurant moved into the ground-floor of the building, which
continues to occupy this space.
25. Gibbs Brothers Electric Company, 626 North Main Street, 1919- Non-Contributing
Constructed in 1919, the Gibbs Brothers Electric Company is a small, one-story brick masonry
building sheathed in stucco. It is located between the Pelanconi House and Warehouse to the
northeast and the Sepulveda House to the southwest. The building has been significantly altered
since its construction, including the installation of modem storefront windows on the primary
(northwest) far;;ade, which were in place by 1990. Additional work was performed in support of
the development of the America Tropical Interpretive Center in 2012, which encompasses the
Gibbs Brothers Electric Company Building and the adjacent Sepulveda House. These two
buildings were connected through the partial removal of their adjoining interior wall.
Additionally, a large double door was installed at the rear (southeast) of the building and a
viewing platform was constructed on top of the building.
26. Sepulveda House, 622-624 North Main Street, 1887- Contributing
The Sepulveda House is a two-story brick building fronting North Main Street. The building was
constructed in 1887 by Eloisa Martinez de Sepulveda for commercial-residential use. Designed
by architects George F. Costerisan and William 0. Merithew, the building displays features of
the Eastlake architectural style, an idiom that is not commonly seen in Los Angeles. The
Sepulveda House represents the city's transformation from its early Mexican traditions.
Architectural details characteristic of this style include two prominent bay windows situated over
two individual storefronts, as well as a mansard roof, bracketed cornices, and wrought-iron
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cresting. The Sepulveda House included twenty-two rooms when constructed, with a central
breezeway running the width of the building. Possibly used as a bordello in the early twentieth
century, it operated as USO canteen during World War II and currently houses the America
Tropical Interpretive Center.
27. Machine Shop, 10 West Olvera Street, 1910- Contributing
Located south of the Sepulveda House, the Machine Shop is a narrow one-story brick masonry
building constructed in i 9 i 0. It has rectangular window surrounds and a flat roof, with a parapet
marking the the Olvera Street (southeast) elevation. Originally constructed as a machine shop,
the building was used for light industrial functions such as tinsmithing, electroplating, metal
patterning, and machining. Two of the three arched openings on the Main Street (northwest)
elevation have been in-filled with stucco. The central arch features vertical wood plank double
doors with wrought-iron boards. With the transformation of Olvera Street in the 1930s, the
primary entrance was shifted to Olvera Street and adapted for use as the Leo Carillo Theatre.
Presently, it functions as one of the many commercial spaces along Olvera Street.
28. Jones Building, 608-618 North Main Street, circa 1888 -Non-Contributin g
Constructed in circa 1888, the Jones Building is a one-story brick masonry building that
originally faced North Main Street (eastern elevation). As built, the flat-roofed building was
divided into five individual spaces containing industrial uses, such as plumbing and tin shops,
harness and leather shops, and blacksmith shops. Following the transformation of Olvera Street,
the primary entrances of the building were reversed to face Olvera Street.
29. Jones-Simpson Building, 103 Paseo de la Plaza, 1894- Non-Contributing
Located at the southwestern end of Olvera Street, the Jones-Simpson Building was constn1cted in
1894 for use as a machine shop. The one-and-one-half story brick building features a parapet
facing the Plaza that is accented with decorative brick corbelling. In 1960, it was significantly
altered through the creation of large-arched windows on the northwest and southeast elevations.
In the late 1960s, La Luz del Dia Restaurant moved into the building and added a patio area to
the southern end of the southwest elevation with a wrought-iron railing and a tiled roof.
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8. Statement of Significance
Applicable National Register Criteria
(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property for National Register
listing.)

A. Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history.

D
0

D

B. Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past.
C. Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values,
or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack
individual distinction.
D. Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history.

Criteria Considerations
(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.)

D
D

B. Removed from its original location

D

C. A birthplace or grave

A. Owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes

D
D

E. A reconstructed building, object, or structure

D

F. A commemorative property

D

G. Less than 50 years old or achieving significance within the past 50 years

D. A cemetery
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Areas of Si~nificance
(Enter categories from instructions.)
Exploration/Settlement
Community Planning/Development
Architecture

Period of Significance
1818-1932
Significant Dates
NIA
Significant Person
(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.)
N/A
Cultural Affiliation
N/A
Architect/Builder
K'rsor, Ezra F.
Costerisan, George F.
Merithew. William 0.
Edelman, Abraham M .
Morgan. Octavius
Young, Robert Brown

Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (Provide a summary paragraph that includes
level of significance, applicable criteria, justification for the period of significance, and any
applicable criteria considerations.)
As listed on the National Register ofHistoric Places in 1972, the Los Angeles Plaza Historic
District is significant as "the living composite story of Los Angeies from Indian times prior to
1781 through Spanish, Mexican and American periods to become the nation's largest city on the
Pacific basin." A 1981 amendment to the nomination form added five additional buildings,
which reflected the "Americanization" of Los Angeles and the "strong involvement ofFrench
and French Canadian settlers in this predominantly Hispanic town of the 1870's and 1880's."
Although the 1972 nomination and the 1981 amendment discuss the historical significance of the
district, they do so in general terms and do not identify applicable criteria or areas of
significance. The current amendment incorporates previous documentation with new information
to clearly define the district's significance in a manner consistent with present-day preservation
standards.
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The Los Angeles Plaza Historic District is significant under National Register Criteria A and C
for its historical and architectural contributions to the founding and evolution of the original City
of Los Angeles. With a period of significance from 1818 to 1932, the Los Angeles Plaza Historic
District qualifies under Criterion A as the only remaining resource in Los Angeles that embodies
the city's transition from a colonial outpost in the early 19th century to a prosperous, increasingly
commercialized/industrialized American metropolis in the early 20th century. The district reflects
associations with important events in the areas of exploration/settlement and community
planning/development. Buildings within the district document the city's beginnings as a Spanish
Pueblo, its growth into the social and financial center of southern California during the Mexican
period, and its eventual transformation into a modem American city.
The Los Angeles Plaza Historic District is also significant under Criterion C in the area of
architecture. Historically significant buildings in the district embody the distinctive
characteristics of a type, period, and/or method of construction, ranging in date from 1818 to the
1920s and including Colonial-era adobe, Ttalianate and Victorian-era commercial buildings, and
Spanish Revival styles.
Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one paragraph for each area of
significance.)
The founding of Los Angeles dates to 1781, when 44 pobladores from Sonora, Mexico,
accompanied by the governor, soldiers, mission priests, and several Native Americans, arrived at
a site alongside the Rio de Porciuncula (later renamed the Los Angeles River; Robinson
1979:238; Rios-Bustamante 1992). They founded a pueblo called La Reyna de los Angeles, or
the town of the Queen of the Angels (Treutlein 2004; contrary to Weber 1980). As a planned
pueblo (one of only three in California), four square leagues (about 75 square km, 28 square
miles) of land were set aside for the settlement, and included 12 house lots surrounding a
common square, or plaza, and 36 fields laid out south of the plaza (Gumprecht 1999; Robinson
1979). The area's rich, well-watered soils created an ideal locale for a town meant to supply
livestock and feed to the presidios of San Diego and Santa Barbara, and to serve as a home for
retired Spanish soldiers. Initial development of the pueblo also included the construction of an
extensive water management system. Water was diverted from the Los Angeles River into a
ditch named the Zanja Madre (mother ditch), which in tum fed numerous smaller zanjas,
providing water for agricultural and domestic purposes (Newmark 1977). By 1786, the
flourishing pueblo attained self-sufficiency, and funding by the Spanish government ceased
(Gumprecht 1999).
Following continued flooding of the Rio de Porciuncula, the plaza was relocated to its current
location on higher ground in 1818. The newly developed Plaza was the center ofthe growing
community and "became a fashionable area for residential construction; the Carrillos,
Sepulvedas, Lugos, Olveras, and other leaders of the community having built their homes there"
(National Register of Historic Places:8-3). One of the earliest residences along the Plaza was the
Avila Adobe, which was completed in 1818 for the wealthy cattle rancher Francisco Avila using
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adobe bricks and traditional construction techniques. That same year, construction began on a
new church, located adjacent to the Plaza. Due to funding issues, however, the Plaza Church
would not be completed for several years. Following the church's dedication on December 8,
1822, land to the north and south was consecrated as a Catholic cemetery (de Packman 1944:65;
Owen 1960: 17) and the first recorded burial occurred on January 6, 1823 (Huntington Library
2006). Prior to this, the pueblo's residents were forced to transport their deceased 9 miles to
Mission San Gabriel to receive a Catholic burial.
Meanwhile, Alta California became a state following Mexico's independence tram Spain in
1821. In an effort to attract settlers to the region, the Mexican government awarded
approximately eight hundred land grants, many of which were developed into cattle ranches, or
ranchos. A vibrant cattle industry quickly developed, and Los Angeles (and more specifically the
Plaza) became the unquestionable center of social, political, and economic activity in southern
California (Estrada 2008:48). Roads across the region led to the Plaza, where wealthy rancheros
came to sell cattle, and attend mass, fiestas, and other social activities (Poole and Ball
2002: 15). The Mexican Congress eventually elevated Los Angeles from pueblo to city status in
1835 and declared it the state capital of Alta California (Bancroft 1886; Robinson 1979). The
Los Angeles ayuntamiento, or city council, had the pueblo's buildings repaired and whitewashed
in honor of the occasion to "show its cleanliness, magnificence, and brilliance in such a manner
that the traveler who visits us may say, 'I have seen the City of the Angeles'" (Robinson
1979:37).
Under Mexican rule, the population of the Los Angeles nearly doubled, rising from 650 to 1,250
between 1822 and 1845 (Weber 1992). While the majority ofthe city's new residents were
citizens arriving from other parts ofMexico, Los Angeles' agricultural potential also began to
attract a growing number of French, Italians, and Americans. Other new arrivals included Native
Americans from the surrounding region, who were drawn to Los Angeles following the
secularization of the missions in the mid-I R~Os. A Ithough they enjoyed greater freedoms than
they had under the Franciscan padres, their existence continued to be difficult and many were
relegated to performing work similar to what they had done at the missions (Poole and Ball
2002: 15). As the city and its population grew, agricultural interests were gradually supplanted by
more urban industries, with about a third of Los Angeles residents supporting themselves with
non-agricultural pursuits by 183 6 (Weber 1992).
Two years after the Mexican-American War and five months prior to California earning
statehood, the City of Los Angeles was formally incorporated into the United States on April4,
1850. The transfer to American governance had little immediate effect on Los Angeles; however,
the aftereffects of the 1848 northern California Gold Rush gradually brought changes to the
social, cultural, and physical makeup of Los Angeles. Economically, the Gold Rush brought new
prosperity as the northern demand for beef replaced the earlier hide-and-tallow trade. Socially,
the population of Los Angeles further changed following the arrival of miners from the north,
including failed Anglo miners and Chinese miners fleeing racial violence. Other new residents
included prospectors heading north from Sonora, Mexico, many of whom stopped in Los
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Angeles and never left. So many settled in the area north of the Plaza that it eventually became
known as Sonoratown (Estrada 2008:58; Poole and Ball 2002:22).
As the population of Los Angeles grew to over four thousand inhabitants during the 1850s, a
number of visual changes occurred at the Plaza (Poole and Ball 2002:23). Wealthy rancheros,
such as Iganacio del Valle and Vicente Lugo, constructed new adobes or added second stories to
their homes on the east side of the Plaza. To the west, American merchant Abel Steams (who
arrived in Los Angeles in 1829 and eventually became one of the area's wealthiest citizens)
constructed a massive-walled home along Main Street that was known as El Palacio (Estrada
2008:58). In 1857, a municipal brick water tank was built at the center of the Plaza and the
surrounding area was landscaped with trees, flowers, and foot paths. As evidence of the city's
changing demographics, buildings constructed during the 1850s also included two ofthe earliest
brick buildings in Los Angeles, Italian settler Antonio Pelanconi's winery cellar and residence
(1852-57), and the Masonic Hall (1858), which was built as Lodge 42 ofthe Free and Accepted
Masons (National Register of Historic Places 1972).
The growing wealth and prosperity of Los Angeles also attracted an increasing number of
gamblers, outlaws, and prostitutes, who arrived in the city in the 1850s and 1860s. The resulting
vice and violence largely centered on the southeast side ofthe Plaza on present-day North Los
Angeles Street, then-named Calle de los Negros (Street of the Blacks), or "Negro" or "Nigger
Alley" as known by the Anglo-Americans (Estrada 2008:59). As historian W.W. Robinson
writes, "once a street of happy homes, Calle de los Negros, opening into the Plazuela and the
Plaza, was ... a pandemonium of races, gambling, vice, and crime" (Robinson 1981:61). The
crime rate of the city grew exponentially during this period, and vigilante justice and public
hangings becoming commonplace. Although many of the wealthy rancheros supported vigilante
rule, others condemned these tactics, which were predominantly racially motivated and
commonly at the expense of Mexican, Native American, and Chinese inhabitants (Estrada
2008:60; Poole and Ball2002:26).
Largely the result of persisting violence, wealthy rancheros began to abandon their adobe
residences in the 1860s and the Plaza gradually lost its prestige as the economic and social center
of Los Angeles. The city's new development extended further to the southwest, and the Plaza
came to represent the dividing line between the old "Mexican" city to the north and the new
"American" city to the south (Estrada 2008:65-66). In an effort to revive the Plaza area, Pia Pico,
the last governor of Alta California and a wealthy land owner, began construction of a new hotel
at the comer ofMain Street and the Plaza in 1869.
When the hotel was completed the following year, it was Los Angeles's first three-story
building, featuring an Italianate design, eighty-two guest rooms, twenty-one parlors, and
amenities unrivaled in southern California (Poole and Ball2002: 100). Six months later, the
Italianate-style Merced Theater opened next door to the south. As the first building constructed
within the city for dramatic performances, the theater enjoyed immediate success (Poole and Ball
2002: 102). Although the architecture and purpose of these two buildings symbolized the growing
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prosperity ofLos Angeles, violence continued to plague the Plaza area, and by the early 1880s,
both the hotel and theater had fallen on hard times.
The Southern Pacific Railroad extended its line from San Francisco to Los Angeles in 1876,
signaling the beginning of a new era for Los Angeles. Newcomers poured into the city, nearly
doubling the population between 1870 and 1880. The completion of the second transcontinental
line, the Santa Fe, took place in 1886, causing a price war that drove fares to an unprecedented
low, including a promotional one-way ticket from Kansas City that sold for one dollar. More
settlers continued to head west and the demand for real estate skyrocketed. As real estate prices
soared during the boom of the 1880s, land that had been farmed for decades outlived its
agricultural value and was sold to become residential communities (Dumke 1944; Fogelson
1967). The large ranchos that surrounded the city were each annexed, subdivided, and
developed in tum. Los Angeles' population more than quadrupled in a decade, from 11,183 in
1880 to 50,395 by 1890 (Dumke 1944; Fogelson 1967; Meyer 1981; Robinson 1979; Wilkrnan
and Wilkrnan 2006).
Successive waves of immigration from the east, as well as overseas, transformed the
demographics of the city from predominantly California and Native American prior to the
American takeover in 1848 to predominantly Anglo-American thereafter. Census data, which
lump Califomios and Anglo-Americans into the category "white," show a steady decline in the
"Indian" population from 1860 to 1880, despite a dramatic increase in total population. The
population of "Colored" people increased slowly dming this period, while that of Asians
(primarily Chinese and Japanese) exploded, particularly in the 1860s and 1870s. Virtually no
Asians resided in Los Angeles prior to 1848, and by 1850, only two Chinese men were listed in
the census data. Intolerance and bigotry abounded during the late nineteenth century, both
officially and unofficially, with California passing laws that targeted fugitive slaves (in 1852)
and Chinese immigrants (1882). Chinatown, a crowded and dangerous ghetto located just east of
the plaza, was burned twice-in 1871 and again in 1887 (Gibson and Dietler 2012:21-22;
Greenwood 1996:9-12).
Meanwhile, much of the Plaza and surrounding area had fallen into disrepair by the late 1880s as
the city's commercial and social center shifted south. Eloisa Martinez de Sepulveda was one of
the few members of the original ranchero families that remained at the Plaza past the 1880s. In
1887, she built a residence and boarding house on Main Street that was designed in an Eastlakestyle common on the East Coast, but rarely seen in Los Angeles (Poole and Ball2002:121). As
the Plaza area approached the tum of the century, a number of new ethnic groups arrived and
began to establish residences and businesses. Adobes along Calle de los Negros were razed in
1887 and replaced by buildings specifically constructed for Chinese businesses and tenants
(Poole and Ball2002: 105-106). These included the building at 425 North Los Angeles Street (ca.
1898), the Hellman-Quon Building ( 1900), and the Gamier Block ( 1898). The latter of these was
designed in a Richardsonian Romanesque style, and following the destruction of the 1906 San
Francisco earthquake and fire, it remains one of the oldest Chinese buildings in a metropolitan
California area (Poole and Ball 2002:1 04). Italian immigrants further established themselves
with the expansion of the Winery (1870-1914), the construction ofthe Italian Hall (1908), and
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the addition of the Pelanconi Warehouse (1910). French immigrants also developed businesses
along Main Street including Gamier's construction of the Plaza House in 1883 and Lucien
Napoleon Brunswig's early involvement in and 1907 acquisition of the former VickreyBrunswig Building for his growing drug company.
The area north of the Plaza also began to change following a number of new developments in the
late-eighteenth and early-twentieth centuries. Along Main Street, a shift towards light industry
included the construction of a number of shops to house machinists, plumbers, blacksmiths,
tailors and other tradespeople. These included the Jones Building (ca. 1888), the Simpson-Jones
Building (1894), and the Hammel Building (1909). In addition, the Plaza Substation was built in
1904 to provide power to the Los Angeles Railway Company's yellow electric streetcars as part
of the growing transportation system. The Olvera adobe, which was constructed in between 1830
and 1845, was demolished in 1917 and replaced by the Plaza Methodist Church and adjacent
community center in 1926. The church was designed in a Spanish Churrigueresque style and
built to combine Hispanic tradition and Protestant Heritage (National Register of Historic
Places). The community center featured a minimal art-deco design and housed the United
Methodist Church Conference Headquarters, with child day care, social services, and a clinic.
The property was renamed the Biscailuz Building in 1965.
Despite these new developments, the condition of the Plaza continued to deteriorate into the
1920s. The Avila Adobe, the Pelanconi House, and the Sepulveda House were by this time
functioning as short-term boarding houses and brothels; because of Prohibition, businesses such
as the Winery were only able to produce soda and communion wine (Poole and Ball 2002:44). In
1926, while visiting the Plaza, Christine Sterling saw a condemnation notice posted on the Avila
Adobe. Originally from Oakland, California and recently widowed, Sterling became the local
champion of saving the building. She enlisted Harry Chandler, publisher of the Los Angeles
Times, and began a public campaign to raise awareness about the history of the adobe and the
threat of its demolition. With the additional assistance of Avila family descendants, Sterling was
able to save and restore the adobe, subsequently turning her attention to Olvera Street and the
adjacent buildings (Poole and Ball2002:47-48).
Although Olvera Street was historically little more than an unpaved alleyway, it retained a
number of extant historic buildings and Sterling envisioned transforming it into a "SpanishAmerican social and commercial center, a spot of beauty as a gesture of appreciation to Mexico
and Spain for our historical past" (Poole and Bal12002:50). Influenced by Helen Hunt Jackson's
extremely popular 1884 novel Ramona, this vision of the past was largely based on a
romanticized version of California's history and life on the missions and ranchos. Sterling
returned to Chandler, as well as other civic leaders such as Lucien Brunswig, and succeeded in
securing funding and subsequently creating the Plaza de Los Angeles, Inc., to oversee the
development of Olvera Street. Construction began in 1929 and included the closure, grading, and
paving of Olvera Street, and the renovation of historic buildings such as the Pelanconi House and
Sepulveda House for new uses. The Mexican marketplace opened to great fanfare in 1930,
featuring largely Mexican-American-owned restaurants and shops (Poole and Ball 2002:53).
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As Olvera Street flourished over the following decades, a number of changes occurred to the
Plaza and surrounding area. Old Chinatown to the east was demolished in the 1930s for the
construction of the nearby Union Station train terminal (1938). Many of the subsequently
displaced Chinese-American residents moved north of the Plaza to eventually establish the new
Chinalown in the old Sonoratown district, whose residents had largely lett tor neighborhoods in
East Los Angeles by this time (Poole and Ball 2002:55). Another loss to the Chinese community
was the Lugo House, an adobe built by Vicente Lugo on the east side of the Plaza circa 1838,
which had been occupied by Chinese American businesses and tenants since the late 1880s.
After the building was threatened with demolition in 1950, a group of Chinese American
merchants raised thousands of dollars in an attempt to save the building, but were ultimately
unsuccessful, largely because of Sterling who declared the "Chinese must go" and that the
building's eventual removal in 1951 was necessary to "clean up the area" (Poole and Ball
2002:55). Two years later in 1953, the Plaza area was further affected by the construction ofU.S.
Route 101 to the southeast, which not only resulted in the physical separation of the Plaza from
the rest of downtown Los Angeles, but also in the demolition of two bays of the Gamier
Building.
Nonetheless, the entire Plaza area secured recognition in 1953 as a state historic park. In 1972,
the district was first listed in the National Register of Historic Places, in a nomination that was
amended in 1981 to include additional buildings. Beginning in 1974, the park operated under a
joint-powers agreement between the State of California, City of Los Angeles, and County of Los
"A~ngeles. (In 1987, the California State legislature enacted a statute that transferred the staleowned property within the El Pueblo de Los Angeles State Historic Park to the City of Los
Angeles, thereby ending the tripartite agreement that created the El Pueblo de Los Angeles State
Historic Park.) Through this time, the district has remained largely intact and continues to
convey the story of Los Angeles's founding and early transformation from an agricultural
outpost to an increasingly important and prosperous metropolis.
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Previous documentation on file (NPS):

__ preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested
__K_ previously listed in the National Register
_ _previously determined eligible by the National Register
_ _designated aN ational Historic Landmark
__ recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey #_ _ _ _ __
_ _recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # _ _ _ __
__ recorded by Historic American Landscape Survey# - - - - Primary location of additional data:
State Historic Preservation Office
__ Other State agency
__ Federal agency
__ Local government
__ University
Other
Name of repository: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Historic Resources Surv.e y Number (if assigned): - - - - - - -

10. Geographical Data

Acreage of Property --'9::....:·.:::..5_ _ _ _ __

Use either the UTM system or latitude/longitude coordinates
Latitude/Longitude Coordinates (decimal degrees)
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Datum if other than WGS84:
- - -- (enter coordinates to 6 decimal places)
1. Latitude:
Longitude:
2. Latitude:

Longitude:

3. Latitude:

Longitude:

4. Latitude:

Longitude:

Or
UTM References
Datum (indicated on USGS map):

DNAD 1927

or

DNAD 1983

1. Zone: 11

Basting: 385550

Northing: 3768950

2. Zone: 11

Easting: 385740

Northing: 3768780

3. Zone: 11

Easting: 385920

Northing: 3769100

4. Zone:

Basting:

Northing:

Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.)

The Los Angeles Plaza Historic District is roughly bounded by W. Cesar E. Chavez Avenue
(north), N. Los Angeles and N. Alameda Streets (east), W . Arcadia Street (south), and N.
Spring Street (west). These boundaries are also depicted on the accompanying map.
Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundari~s were selected.)

As identified on the 1981 nomination update, the boundary of the Los Angeles Plaza Historic
District is centered on the Plaza and largely defined by the surrounding streets, historical
property lines, and the physical changes that have occurred after the period of significance.
On the south, the boundaries are dictated by the clear division of U.S. Route 101, extending
slightly to the northwest to Republic Street to exclude a surface parking lot located at the
northern comer of the intersection of Arcadia Street and North Main Street. The western
boundary follows the historical alignment ofNew High Street, which defined the
development of buildings such as the Vickrey Brunswig and Plaza House, before the
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boundary extends back along Paseo Luis Olivares to North Main Street to exclude a surface
parking lot north of the Plaza Church property. East Cesar Chavez Avenue provides a clear
division between the district and newer development to the north. The eastern boundary
extends south along Alameda Street to North Los Angeles Street and eventually U.S. Route
101.

11. Form Prepared By
Name/title: Steven Treffers/Architectural Historian and Debi Howell-Ardila/Sr. Architectural
Historian
Organization: SWCA Environmental Consultants
Street & number: 150 South Arroyo Parkway, 2nd Floor
City or town: Pasadena
state: CA zip code:~9.!o..l.!o.:l0~5::__ _ __
E-mail streffers@swca.com
Telephone: (626) 240-0587
Date: January 2016

Additional Documentation
Submit the following items with the completed form :
•

Maps: A USGS map or equivalent (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's
location.

•

Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous
resources. Key all photographs to this map.

•

Additional items: (Check with the SHPO, TPO, or FPO for any additional items.)
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Photographs
Submit clear and descriptive photographs. The size of each image must be 1600x1200 pixels
(minimum), 3000x2000 preferred, at 300 ppi (pixels per inch) or larger. Key all photographs
to the sketch map. Each photograph must be numbered and that number must correspond to
the photograph number on the photo log. For simplicity, the name of the photographer,
photo date, etc. may be listed once on the photograph log and doesn't need to be labeled on
every photograph.
Photo Log
Name of Property: Los Angeles Plaza Historic District
City or Vicinity: Los Angeles
County: Los Angeles

State: California

Photographer: Steven Treffers/SWCA Environmental Consultants
Date Photographed: May 20 13
Description ofPhotograph(s) and number, include description of view indicating direction of
camera:
1 of 12

CA_Los Angeles_Los Angeles Plaza Historic District_0001; Biscailuz Building
(# 15) and Plaza Methodist Church (# 16); view looking north.

2 of 12

CA_Los Angeles_Los Angeles Plaza Historic District_0002; Pico House (#7);
view looking south.

3 of 12

CA_Los Angeles_Los Angeles Plaza Historic District_0003; Old Plaza Church
(#3) and Cemetery (#4); view looking north.

4 of 12

CA_Los Angeles_Los Angeles Plaza Historic District_0004; Masonic Hall (#9),
Merced Theater (#8), and Pico House (#7); view looking northwest.

5 of 12

CA_Los Angeles_Los Angeles Plaza Historic District_0005; Vickrey Brunswig
Building (#6) and Plaza House (#5); view looking north.

6 of 12

CA_Los Angeles_Los Angeles Plaza Historic District_0006; Plaza (# 1); view
looking southwest.
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7 of 12

CA_Los Angeles_Los Angeles Plaza Historic District_0007; Hellman-Quon
Building (#13) and Plaza Firehouse (#14); view looking southeast.

8 of 12

CA_Los Angeles_Los Angeles Plaza Historic District_0008; Olvera Street; view
looking southwest.

9 of 12

CA_Los Angeles_Los Angeles Plaza Historic District_0009; Olvera Street; view
looking northeast.

10 of 12

CA_Los Angeles_Los Angeles Plaza Historic District_OOlO; Jones-Simpson
Building (#29), Jones Building (#28), Machine Shop (#27), and Sepulveda House
(#26); view looking northeast.

11 of 12

CA_Los Angeles_Los Angeles Plaza Historic District_00 11; Hammel Building
(#23) and Italian Hall (#22); view looking northeast.

12 of 12

CA_Los Angeles_Los Angeles Plaza Historic District_0012; Old Plaza Church
(#3) and Rectory (#2); view looking southwest.

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic
Places to nominate properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response
to this request is required to obtain a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.460
et seq.).
Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 100 hours per response including
time for reviewing instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding
this burden estimate or any aspect of this form to the Office of Planning and Performance Management. U.S. Dept. of the Interior,
1849 C. Street, NW, Washington, DC.
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Figure 1. Sketch map and photo key .
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Fiqure 2. Earliest known drawing of La Plaza, 1847 (Source: Title Insurance
and Trust and C.C. Pierce Photography Collection, USC Libraries) .
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Figure 3_ Earliest known photograph of La Plaza, circa early
Braun Research Library Collection, Autry National Center)_
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Figure 4. The Plaza as it appeared in 1890.
Library).

(Source: Los Angeles Public
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Figure 5_ Aerial view of La Plaza and
and Power Associates) .
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Figure 7. Olvera Street prior to improvement s, circa 1920 (Source: Water and
Power Associates) .
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RONALD REAGAN, Governor

STATE OF CALIFORNIA—RESOURCES AGENCY

DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
P.O. BOX 2390
SACRAMENTO 95811

January 21, 1971

Mrs, Sally Marusin
National Register of Historic Places
801 19th Street, N. W.
Washington, D, C. 20006
Dear Mrs. Marusin:
We are returning herewith
Historic Places, covering
Los Angeles Pueblo. This
submitted In August, 1970
corrections or additional

a nomination for the National Register of
the Plaza Area Historic Landmarks at the
nomination Is one of those previously
and subsequently sent back to us for
data.

I hope the forms and attachments are now suitably prepared and the
data adequate.
Sincerely,

Enclosure
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA—RESOURCES AGENCY

RONALD REAGAN, Governor

DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
P.O. BOX 2390
SACRAMENTO 95811

December 31, 1971

Dr. William J. Murtagh, Keeper
National Register
801 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, D, C. 20006
Dear Mr. Murtagh;
Resubmitted for your consideration are forms covering nominations
of El Pueblo de Los Angeles to the National Register of Historic
Places. These were returned to us several months ago for
additional photographs and minor corrections. Presumably, these
are now complete in accordance with your request.
May we ask that whatever assistance you may be able to provide be
directed toward getting this before the judging committee as soon
as possible. Without your help, the development and restoration
plan for El Pueblo de Los Angeles could be seriously delayed.
Thank you for your consideration.
Since;

Filliam Penn
Director

tt, Jr.
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SAM YORTY
MAYOR
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Office

of the

Mayor

CITY HALL
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90012

August 15, 1972

United States Department of
the Interior
National Park Service
Washington, D. C.
Gentlemen:
As Mayor of the City of Los Angeles and on behalf of its nearly
three million citizens, I herewith transmit this application to
qualify our Plaza area for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places.
While such a letter as this may not be a prescribed part of the
application procedure, I submit it as evidence of the deep concern
we of this City feel toward preserving what remains of our historic
past.
The wording of the application speaks for itself and details, I
believe, substantial data to support our request. As further
evidence of my great personal interest in this project, I have
directed the assignment of an experienced Senior City Planner on
a full-time basis to prepare a zoning plan overlay for the entire
Plaza area.
I will then ask the City Council to approve this
overlay as a means of protecting the area from further commercial
encroachment in perpetuity, and as a blueprint for future restorative
efforts.
While the area proposed in the application for listing does not
include the Fort Moore Memorial site, the two sites are contiguous
and the Fort Moore monument provides a permanent buffer to prevent
encroachment.
(See pictures opposite).
Any student of our nation's history would have to concede the Fort
Moore area underscores the national significance historically of
this entire area.
Stephen Foster, first Alcalde of Los Angeles
and a scout with the Mormon Battalion tells of the arrival in Los
Angeles of that Battalion after completing the longest march ever
made by American soldiers in the entire history of our nation.

r ■

United States Department of
the Interior
August 15, 1972

"We had no waving flags, only one snare drum and. a fife played by
a tall Vermonter and stout... English drummer," Foster recalled.
"They struck up the Star Spangled Banner as we passed the Govern
ment House and kept it up until orders were given to break ranks
and stack arms. Then a loud hurrah from the ragged soldiery. The
long and weary march over mountains, plain, and desert of 2200
miles was over."
While Fort Moore was being built to consolidate the position of
United States troops in the newly-taken area, troops building the
Fort camped where the old Federal Building now is located between
Main and Spring Streets, an area also contiguous to the proposed
area covered by this application.
I stress the point that
been written in or near
sought, and we feel the
recognition we seek for

nearly two hundred years of history has
the proposed area for which a listing is
site fully merits the national official
it as a historical site.

I strongly urge your most favorable consideration of this application.
Yours ve
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CALIFORNIA

Date Entered

NOV 3

Name

1972
Location

"Utm tegwiM Plaza Ristrarical Gsoop
Los Angelas Coimty
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Also Notified
Hon. Alan Cranston

H(mi. John V. Tfeainay
»m. l^tMurd R. Roybal
Director, Western Region
PHR
NRowland ;inm 11/6/72

stata Liaison Officer
«Ur. William Penn Mott, Jr.
Diraotor, Di^mrtmant of Parks
ReeraatioB
Stata Resoarewts Agency
Post Office Box 2390
SacraaaatOt California 95811

M

HARRISON A. WILLIAMS.
JENNINOS RANDOLPH, W, VA.
CSiAi8?3rN£^LL, R.I.
EDWARD M. KENNEDY. MASS.
GAYLORD r^VlLSON, WIS.
VTALTER P. MONDALE, MINN.
Thomas f. eagleton. mo.
ALAN CRANSTON. CALIF.
HAROLD E. HUGHES, IOWA
AOLAI E. STEVENSON III, iLU

JR.. NJ„ CHAIRMAN
JACOB K. JAVITS, N.Y.
WINSTON L. PROUTY, VT.
PETER H. DOMINICK. COLO.
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labor and public welfare

Washington, d.c. 20510

October 11, 1972

Dr. William J. Murtag, Jr.
Keeper of the National Register
Department of Interior
1100 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
J-

t .

Dear Dr. Murtag:
The
has
for
the

El Pueblo de Los Angeles State Historic Park Commission
submitted an appiicarion to tne National Park Service
designation of the Los Angeles Plaza Historic Parh in
National Register of Historic Places.

This historic area is the birthplace of the City of Los
Angeles and includes Olvera Street, the Plaza Catholic
Church, Pico House, the Gamier Building, Avila Adobe,
the Sepulbeda House, the Pelanconi House, the Masonic Hall,
and the Merced Theater.
The City of Los Angeles supports the application and the
California Department of Parks and Recreation has approved
and forwarded it to Washington, D.C. I would appreciate
your early and favorable action to list the Los Angeles
Plaza Historic Park in the National Register.
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Senator Alan Cranston
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
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Dear Senator Cranston:
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Thank you

for your letter of August 11 to Keeper of the National

P&,S.=

Register William J. Murtagh.

The nomination foirms for^ the Loe Agneles

''TS

Plaza Historical Group have been received and have been revlewewed

if:

by the professional staff of the National Register.
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In order for this nomination to meet the criteria for the National
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boundary of the district being nominated.
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We have been advised that

the necessary documents will soon be on hand.
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When they arrive we
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shall give prompt attention to the processing of this nomination.
We share your concern for the protection of our historical heritage, i:'
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and appreciate your Interest In this matter.
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Sincerely yours.
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Ikoi, Alan CranetoB
United States Senate
Wochinston, P.c,
]>ear Senator Cranstont
Umnlc you fear your letter in "behalf of the El Puebio'^le Ihs Angelea
State liletoric Parh ComlsBion concerning designatiem of tSaa-Lcis Angeles
Piajta
Pnyfe in
Haticml Begister of liietccrie Pleuses.
Hie ncKsinatlon foms for the Los Angeles Plaza Historical Group have
been received and have been revieved by the profcssicaml staff of
th« national Begister t
In order tor this noodnatlon to aeet the criteria for the National
Begister, the State has been reemeeted to make a slight revision in
the boiaidary of the district being nominated. We have been advised
that the necessary doevaaents vlll be returned soon* T^n they arrive
VO shall give proaa^ attention to the processing of this noaination.
We egppreclate your Interest in historic preservatica.
Sincerely yours,
/S/ Robert M. Utley

SdLrector
jx Ai'chcolo^y

cj cc:

V

I

and Historic Preservation

-^Mr. William Penn Mott, Jr.
'(S Director, Departn^nt of Parks and Becreatlon
^ State Resources Agency
Tl Post Office Box 2390
^ Sacramento, Califor^a 95811 )w/c of inc.
« Director, Western Region )w/c of inc.

(BASIC FILES RETAINED IN PHR)
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RONALD REAGAN, Governor

STATE OF CALIFORNIA—RESOURCES AGENCY

DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
P.O. BOX 2390
SACRAMENTO 95811

i
October 20, 1972

Dr. William J. Murtagh
Keeper of the National Register
U.S. Department of the Interior
1100 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
Attention Jerry Rogers
Dear Dr. Murtagh:
We submit the enclosed aerial photograph, newspaper articles, and revised map,
"Scheme II of El Pueblo de Los Angeles State Historic Monument" to accompany
material previously sent for inclusion on the National Register of Historic
Places.
Sincerely,

John H. Michael, Supervisor
story Preservation Section
B-5/5
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COMMITTEE ON
APPROr»RIATIONS

;

SunCOMMITTKtSl

Z4I& RAYBURN omen BUILOINa
WASHirMTON. D.C.

205IS

FonCION OPEnATtONS

Congress of tljc Sfniteli States

L.OS ANGELES OFPICEi
ROOM 7110. Nrw Fcdcrai. P.O. Bloo.
300 N. Los Anorucs Stkcct
Lot Angcles. Califohnia 90012
PmOnci 688-4870

TltKA8imY-Po*3TAC Sehvick*
GENCffAL GOVKKNMUCT

?0ou£ie of i^epves(cntatibe£i
SSlafiDfuston, 2D.C. 20515
October 27, 1972

Dr, William J. Murtag, Jr.
Keeper of the National Register
U.S. Department of Interior
1100 V' Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

.

• i-:Vv

Dear Dr. Murtag:
This is written to express my interest in the
approval of,the Los Angeles Plaza Historic Park fpr__
listing in the NationaTnR^grster o'f Historic’Places.
As you know, this area is the birthplace of the
City of Los Angeles and includes many buildings of
historical significance. Inclusion in the Registry
would make this park eligible for supplemental Federal
funding that, when combined with other resources,
would insure that the area would become a true "urban
park."
Additionally, plans to fully restore and enlarge
the entire Park area have been proposed and I feel
confident that this program would stimulate interest
in the revitalization and redevelopment of the surrounding
property.
Ifi view of the historic and other varied concerns
involved in the approval of official park status, I
urge your assistance in expediting this matter.
Sincerely yours.

RD R. ROYBAL
Member of Congress
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Dear Mr. Roybals
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Hon. Edward R. Roybal
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515
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Los Angeles Plaza Historical Group t:o the National Register of
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Thank you for your recent letter endorsing the nomination of the b b
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Historic Places.
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Technical matters have necessitated our returning this nomination
to the State three times for correction.

■'
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However, we are pleased

to inform you that the problems have been resolved and that Los
Angeles Plaza was entered in the National Register on October 3,
1972.
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We appreciate your Interest in the National Register program.,
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cc: Mr. William Penn Mott, Jr., Director, Department of Parks & Operation,^ ' “'^Sa
State Resources Agency, PO Box 2390, Sacramento, California 95811 w/cy Inc . ;
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JNDRED CALLE DE LA PLAZA, LOS ANGELES. CALIEORNIA 90012
TELEFONO 628-7164

December 12, 1972

DEC 19 }srz
STATE REPRESENTATIVES
Mrs. Homer Burnaby
Edwin L. Harbach
Hubert F. Laugharn, Jr.

Dr. William T. Murtog, Jr,
Keeper of The National Register
U. S. Department of Interior
1100 L Street, N. W,
Washington, D. C. 20006

Regis i

Joseph A. Vargas
David A. Workman

Re:

Frank W. Ramirez fA/ternateJ
COUNTY REPRESENTATIVES

El Pueblo de Los Angeles State Historic Park ClairfIcatlon of our application for Inclusion
In the National Register

Hernando Courtright
John Anson Ford

Dear Dr. Murtog:

Ignacio E. Lozano, Jr.
Francis J. Montgomery (Alternate)
CITY REPRESENTATIVES

It has been noted that a stenographic error has occurred In
submitting our recent application. Please refer to:

John P. Elsbach
Mrs. A. E. England
Bishop John J. Ward

Page 1, Paragraph 2; titled "LOCATION"; subheading
"Street And Number":

Mrs. Vassie D. Wright (A/ternateJ

PRESENTLY READS:

GENERAL MANAGER
William J. Probert

"North Main St. - Between Arcadia St. & Sunset Blvd. Alameda and Spring Street"
PLEASE CHANGE TO READ:
"Generally bounded by: Spring Street; Macy Street;
Alameda Street; and Arcadia Street," as delineated
on map corrected and revised December 7, 1972.
Enclosed Is a corrected copy of a map of "Pueblo de Los Angeles
State Historic Monument"; Boundary, dated September 21, 1972 and
revised December 7, 1972.

^ueSlo de

Sf’ettota ele

j
■■'Si
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Page 2
Dr. William T. Murtog, Jr.
December 12, 1972

The only change in this boundary map is the correct name
titling of Macy Street which begins at Spring Street. This
map supercedes the map previously submitted. There are no
other changes, either in area, or structures.
Thank you for all your previous considerations.
Very truly yours.

General Manager
WTP/mlc
Enclosure
cc:

Mr. John Michaels, Supervisor
History Preservation Section
Sacramento, California
Mr. Ron Ellensohn, Administrative Assistant to
Mayor Sam Yorty
Los Angeles, California
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JAN 1 5 1973

Mr. Williaai Benn ttott, Jr.
Director
Departi^at of B»rks ax^ Secreation
St&ta Beaourceo Agency
Post Office Box 2390
Sacraaeoito, CaXifontia 93^11
Dear Mr. Mottt

' '- fi

We have received a letter frm Mr. WiUlan f. Probert, Oe&eral
Manager of the SL Pueblo de loa Angeles State Historic Park
advising ue of a technical error made in the boundary description
for the liOB Angeles Plaaa Hietorioal Grpwp-

''-4'

fhe revised boundazT' description has been noted in the file on
the Los Angeles Plasa Historical Group. In accordance with estab
lished procedure, we would appreciate an official letter from the
State Liaison Officer idienever corrections or revisions need to be
made on National Hegister foms. Since this matter involves only
a change in the name of a street rather tl^ anything substantive,
we are hap]^ to accept Mr. Probert’s letter jrecoamwnding the correc
tion.
Sincerely yours,

A/
Jerry L. Sogers
Chief of Kegistration
Naticmal Segister
William T. Probert, General Manager, El Pueblo de Los Angeles, State
Historic Park Commission, 1CX) Calls de la Plaza, Los Angeles, California
w/cy inc
Director, Western Region w/cy inc
LI - Mr. Winge
PHR - w/cy inc
FNP:GShull:lmp
1-10-73
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Ma«a State Historic Park
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One Hundred Paseo de la Plaza, Los Angeles,
California 90012 Telephone (213 ) 628-7164

August 29, 1977

Dr. William Murtaugh
Keeper of the National Register
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240
Dear Dr. Murtaugh
As the new Park Director of El Pueblo de Los Angeles, a, historic pahR^ of
the State of California, I would like to bring to your attention a
project which may be affected by the National Register of Historic Places.
Our Park encompasses 44 acres located next to the Civic Center in down
town Los Angeles. Most people know it as "Olvera Street", because that
part of the Park has been open to the public for many years.
We are now vigorously pursuing a capital improvement program which will
open a new public area and up-grade the existing one, providing for both
the functional needs and the historic purposes of the Park. Buildings
which have never been open to the public will be stabilized, authentically
decorated and have historic displays introduced. A great deal of thought
went into the development of this program and much devoted effort is going
into its fulfillment.
I understand that the entire Park is listed on the National Register, and
I believe that we need your permission to permanently remove one of the
structures from the site. (Please forgive my ignorance about this as I am
only now establishing communications with the divisions which give advice
on such matters.)
Specifically, we wish to demolish the Plaza Substation, loce,ted at 12
Olvera Street. There is a particular reason why we want to demolish
the building now. An adjacent project--the Placita de Dolores-’-will

Dr. William Murtaugh
August 29, 1977
Page 2
soon be constructed by the Department of Public Works Cany delay will
mean a loss of funding). If we cannot complete our demolition first,
we will eventually be faced with entering over the newly constructed
Placita, and doing substantial damage to its brand new garden, walkways,
sprinklers, and walls.
(it is now a parking lot.) The only other
approach is through Olvera Street itself. Therefore, it is rather urgent
that this letter convince you of our needs, and we ask your indulgence
if we "oversell" a little.
We have four reasons for wishing to remove the Plaza Substation.
1.

There are at least three other such trolley car power
stations in Los Angeles:
a.

Huron Substation on the southwest corner of
Avenue 28, Los Angeles (the oldest—built in 1903).

b.

Soto Substation - 560 Soto Street, Los Angeles.

c.

Slauson Substation - 5843 Towne Avenue, Los Angeles.

In fact, thorough and scholarly research has already been
done on the subject. I have taken the liberty of including
the historical survey prepared for this structure by our
park historian. Dr. Doyce B. Nunis, Jr. He concludes that
the Plaza Substation has no significant historical or cultural
merit.
2.

The structure is condemned, shows many wall cracks, and is
located adjacent to heavily used Olvera Street on one side,
and the oldest structure in the City on another. This fact
is crucial in an area of many earthquakes.

3.

The structure is outside the time-frame of our interpretive
era, and, because of its size, detracts from the other structures
which are within that time-frame. A new structure to be built
in its place will be significantly smaller and architecturally
compatible with the rest of the Park.
Our architect for the new structure, Mr. Walter Benedict, has
considerable experience in, and allegiance to, historic
redevelopment. His plan results in a lower profile structure
which does not dominate Olvera Street and is in harmony with
other older structures in the Park. Its style includes many
features common to the earlier era and we expect Park visitors
to accept it as another old building. It will include both
commercial operations (pottery-maker, glass blower, leather goods,
etc.) and historic exhibitions.

Dr. William Murdaugh
August 29, 1977
Page 3
4.

When the Park was originally placed on the Nati.ona,! Register
in 1970, the Plaza Substation was not even felt worth mentioning
in five single-spaced pages of building descriptions as having
historical significance (see statement of significance in the
Nomination Form dated August 3, 1970).

There are no plans to demolish any other buildings within El Pueblo de
Los Angeles. All other efforts are aimed at restoring and preserving
existing buildings. The Plaza Substation, however, is not safe, not unique
and not constructed within our Park's historic interpretive period. Please
authorize its removal as soon as possible so that we can avoid damaging
the adjacent Placita de Dolores project.
Incidentally, during demolition and construction, an historical archaeolo
gist will supervise all earth disturbances. We will not be destroying
items of historic significance during this job.
Thank you for your attention and consideration in this matter.
Very truly yours,

Jerj^ t. Smart
Paim I^rector
JTS:ec
Enclosure
cc: Dr. Doyce B. Nunis, Jr.
Mr. John C. Horan
Mrs. Jean B. Poole
Mr. David Rosenthal
Mr. Martin Romero
Mr. Walter Benedict
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Mr. Jerry T. Smart

Park Director
El Pueblo de Los Angeles
State Historic Park
One Hundred Tasiiu cle ia Piai^-P
Los Angeles, California 90012
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Dear Mr. Smart:
Thank you for your letter concerning the proposed demolition of the
pla^a .auhstatjon. a structure within the Los Angeles Plaza Historic
District which is listed in the National Register of Historic Places.
Although permission is not required from the National Register to remove,
alter, or demolish a National Register property, we appreciate being
informed of the proposed changes to the Los Angeles Plaza Historic
District. When there is Federal licensing or funding involved, however,
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, 1522 K Street NW.,
Suite 430, Washington, D.C. 20005, must be given an opportunity to
review and comment on the proposed undertaking.
V
■

The enclosed National Register procedures, (36 CFR Part 60), explain
the process for removing properties from the National Register. As
you will note in section 60.17, properties may be removed only when
they have ceased to meet the criteria for the National Register: when
the qualities which caused them originally to be nominated have been
lost or destroyed or upon proof that an error in professional judgment
or a procedural error has been made in the nomination process.
You may wish to consult the California State Historic Preservation
Officer, Dr. Knox Mellon, Office of Historic Preservation, California
Department of Parks and Recreation, P.O. Box 2390, Sacramento, California
95811, concerning the demolition of the plaza substation.
::Mr,

Enclosed is information describing the Tax Reform Act of 1976. While
we do not believe the Los Angeles Plaza Historic District qualifies as
depreciable property at this time, we would like you to be aware of
the tax disincentives which apply to the demolition of certified
historic structures.
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We appreciate your interest in the National Register program.
Sincerely yours.
(Sgd.) William J. Murtagh
:■>
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William J. Murtagh
Keeper of the National Register
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA—THE RESOURCES AGENCY

OFFICE OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION
DEPARTAAENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
POST OFFICE BOX 2390
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95811
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Ms. Carol Shull, Acting Keeper of the National Register
National Park Service
Department of the Interior
G Street, NW
Washington, DC 202A0
Dear Ma. Shull:
We submit the enclosed revisions to the Los Angeles Plaisa Historic District
(H Pueblo de Les Angeles), listed in the National Register of Historic Places
on November 3t ^972. This historic district is located in Los Angeles County
in the 25th California Congressienal District. This property is publicly
o%med.
Sincerely,

Dr. Knox Mellon
State Historic Preservation Officer
Office of Historic Preservation
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AT THE BALL — Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bennett
attend the Governor's Ball in costumes she made.

SCRIP—Jack Ryan and Mrs. Cheryll Clarke buy
scrip for Governor's Ball from Ofelia Barrios, right.
TlmeJ photos

I PLEASURE IN OLD PLAZA

LOS ANGELES TIMES - Q&T108ER-2, 1SF72

Heritage Ball Returns to Its Origins
BY SHARON FAY KOCH
TIincs Staff Writer

It took five years for Los
Amigos del Pueblo's Heri
tage Governor's Ball to
come home to the place
I where it all began—the
I Old Plaza—birthplace of
I Los Angeles.
g But it was worth the
I’’wait.
i« Now that the Plaza's

square is closed off from
traffic on two sides and
landscaped like an openair patio around the cen
tral kiosk-bandstand —
what better place to hold a
benefit whose proceeds go
to the much needed restor
ation of the 42-acre state
historic park's buildings
like the Avila Adobe in ad
jacent Olvera Street?

That's what people like
Wyland Kersten conclud
ed Friday night.
"This is our heritage. It
should be restored. Cities
across the nation have
their heritage squares.
Why shouldn't we?" be
asked as he sat before an
al fresco beef dinner sip
ping a mission wine.
Then if that were not

enough to Inspire there
was that historic skyline:
the illuminated, exteriorly
restored 19th-century Pico
House—the city's first ma
jor hotel—with the 20thcentury's illuminated City
Hall tower in the back
ground. A visual history
lesson. And no one had to
point out that It would be
Please Turn to Pg. 11, C«L |
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“ l'hus’byTp‘;m7Trida|£^^
as workmen were finishing •
tenting in three sides of
the square and Wayne An
drade and Art McKee
were finishing an 11thhour floral job—^margueritas were already being
served to first arrivals
from part of the 60-foot
mahogany bar that came ft ■
around the Horn a century
ago.
.
The bar, a gift to Los
Amigos, was temporarily
set up on the Calle de Pla
za which was also populat
ed by several mounted
cbarros—or Mexican cow
boys. They're, the fellows
whose talented horses can
do everything from com
plicated lasso steps to a
dance to "Hello, Dolly!"
Then there were their
young female counter
parts, the E.scaramuza
Charras — eight young j
women who left their^'
hor.ses home but who wore't
gaily colored costumes
especially made for the
ball. And the MexicanAmcrican script girls. And
the Mariachi Uclatan as
well as the Estrelita Fies
ta Dancers. Topped by
CBS' affable newsman Ma-1
rio Machado to commen
tate it.
A.
Set the Scene
And if that weren't
enough to set the scene—
many guests accepted thej
ball's invitation to donj
Early California dress in
stead of black tie.
And that meant every
thing from elegant charro ft -«
uniforms like those worn
by Hal Ramser, Fritz :
Burns, John D. Roche,
Hubert Laugharn Jr.,
John Bowles and Hernan
do Courtright (who even
wore his gun) to put-ons’
.Jike early California mix"
mat(^ from the cli
■

E'

CHARRO—Larry Kirwon and Mrs, Anderson Zellers are extended greetings by
eharro, Frank CaJoco, at the Heritage |5overnor's
p°^n?i

Continued irom Third Page
nice if the interior of Pico
House were restored, too.
That was obvious to all
;
eyes.
Not only did the weather!
cooperate Friday n 1 g h 11
("Wouldn't you know that!
a man planned this party!? j
It’s a perfect evening,*!
noted Mrs. Charles Dru-|
ten), but instead of thej
first estimate of only 150,|j
500 people showed up to ft
support the ball.
f
Distaff Help
;
Part of the reason for the
guest list confusion-—and
the fact that invitations
didn’t get out until two
weeks before the ball—
was because men were the
Initial planners for the
party. Women, the com
mittee had thought,
should be "decorative hos
tesses" this year. And a
group, headed by Mrs.
Gerald Evans Porter, was
even dubbed the "Satin
Pillow" committee.
■ The logistics of plannini
a ball, plus unexpecte
business trips and other
misfortunes on the part of
the men—proved that dis
taff help was needed. And
so women like Mrs. Porter
and Mrs. William _ Holzhauser got off their pil
lows at the last minute.

The Heritage Ball
Returns to Origins
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Local Notes
m YOU WALK A TIGHTROPE, juggle, dance anything from
^et to soft shoe, ang, have a “combo,” or are an expert
;»ake charmer? All types of individual and group performeis
fctttog for a chance to be seen and heard, gain experience
break in an act, are invited to audition for the Bureau o£
Sdtmc of tile Los Angeles .Municipal Arts Department on
^veraber 4, 1972, at the Parker Center Auditorium,
150 North Los Angeles Street. For an audition appointment,
^One Mrs. Mov/en at the Bureau of Music, 485-2433.

is?'
BS*
.

1

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS for constructing a $5,626,000
^unty Library headquarters building were approved by County
Supervisors and referred to the Los Angeles County-Library
^adquarters Building Corporation for approval, adoption and
^vertisement for bids. According to Supervisor Ernest E. Debs,
||^proval of plans and specifications by the Corporation’s
i is required before further action can be taken. The new
ory facility will be built at 733 North Spring Street.
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTANTS ASSOC,
hold its October meeting on October 11, 1972, at the
odger Young Auditorium. The speaker vrill be Larry Job.
3E CIVIC CENTER NEWS has expanded. Besides the 34
dlow distribution boxes found near ail government buildings,
e ast now distributing in or near cafeterias and snack-bars.
can get a copy at the first floor snack bar in Parker
enter, at the snack bat in^City Hall South, at both the
urd and sixth floor snack bars in the New Federal Buiidig, and the third floor snack bar in the County Hall of
dmimstration. We also have a yellow box opposite the
nth floor cafeteria in City Hall
Martin’s Coffee Shop
a the fifth floor of the U.S. Courthouse has a stack.
it the end of the month Martm’s will be moving to larger
id phiriier quarters in Suite 424.) Also, to end the debate,
ce the best thm^ in life, the Civic Center News is free.
REE, GUIDED, WALKING TOURS of El Pueblo State
istoric Park are available Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
jriday, and Satruday at 10 A.M. - 11 A.M. - 12 A.M. P.M. - and 2 P.M. Tours begin at the Visitors Center,
Calle De La Plaza. Guests will be escorted through
plaza church, down through Olvera Street, into the Avilla
'be and across the plaza to the newly restored ftco
buse and the Gamier Building. Advance reservations for
oups is requested. For more information call 628-1274.
VER THE WEEKEND Chinatown began its 61st celebration
the forming of the Republic of China (Taiwzm.) Called
I Ten-Ten Celebration because it took place on the tenth
^ of the tenth month. Friday night, the first ni^t of
;lebration, there was a traditional Chinese parade in which
*^o sleeping “lions” awake from a long deep. They meet.
and then either make friends or stay enemies. If
ley make friends, it will be a very good year for ail
if us. LuckUy, the two on Friday night managed to
friends.
|WAMI VISHNU-DEVENADA, worid famous teacher of
Matha and Raja Yop, will be in Los Angeles at the
l^bassador Hotel and Health Spa, 3400 Wilshire Blvd.,
Jom October 16 - 20, 1972. Each evening he will give
Sne of a series of Yoga lectures at 8 P.M. preceded by
S Yoga class at 6:30 P.M. For addition^d information,
aease call 387-7011. Prices: Classes $2.00 each,
Lectures $1.00 each.
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Upper floors of City Hafi East under construction. City D^artments have started to move into lower floors.

City Hall East Opens
Mayor Sam Yorty recently
armounced that'City Hall East
the 20-story municipal office
annex adjoining tire main City
Hall, received its first tenants.
the weekend of September 30.
First to move into this
latest addition to the City’s
Civic Center were the Bridge
and Structural Design Divirion
and the Sewer Design Divirion
of the Department of Public
Works’ Bureau of En^neering.
They will occupy space on the
sixth floor.
Other groups of city offices,
departments and other agencies
will be moved into their assigned
spaces in City Hall East every
two weeks after the two Design
divisions have been housed. Fire
Department headquarters and
administrative office, the City
Administrative Officer and his
staff, the Data Services Bureau,
the Community Analysis Bureau,
and a number of Bureaus of
the Department of Public Works
will be among the new tenants.
Construction of City Hall
East was begun in late 1%9 by
the prime ccmtractor,
Mcmtgomery Ross Firiier, fnc.,
of Century City, under a con
tract from the board of Public
Works, now headed by President
Ernest O. Webber. The building
was designed by architects

J, E. Stanton and William F.
Stockwell.
City Hall East is as an airconditioned 20-story steel frame
building with an exterior of
pre-cast concrete frames. It
rises 279 feet form the first
floor level on Main Street (14
feet hi^er on the Los Angeles
Street side) and is connected
to the Gty Hall by a concrete,
windowed, lighted and covered
pedestrian bridge at the third
floor level.
It is topped by a 10,WOsquare-foot heliport which will
SKx:i6inmodate several parked
heiiei^ters while providing for
takeo:^ and landings.
Tw> murals (still curtained),
<me above the Main Street en
trance and the other at the Los
Angeles Street doorway, depkt
the ethnic and national groups
that have contributed to the
growth and deveJopnwjnt of Los
Angeles as the nation’s third
largest city, and as a business,
financial, industrial, educational
^ cultural center. Each mural
is 16 feet high and 35 feet long.
The Fire Department
Command and Control Center
will occupy one of the under
ground levels. Plans include
provision for a future Police
Department Dispatch Center.

Space also is being provided in
City Hall East for the operation
of an Emergency Operating
Center with room for the coor
dination of all Civd Defense
activities.
City Hall East, when comple
ted, will be approximately 80
per cent the size of the main
City Hall, and will cost an esti
mated $38,500,000.
City Hall East, the Mayor
said, extends about 60 feet
below Main Street and will be
directly connected with the Los
Angeles Mall and its shopping
and dining ^d otixer center,
and with the series of parking
levels. The Mall which will
stretch north to the Santa Ana
Freeway, and will constitute al
most an enclave in the Civic
Center, is scheduled for comple
tion in 1973.
When completed, City Hall East
wall constitute one unit of the
Los Angeles Administrative
Center which will house ail
Civic Center municipal offices in
three buildings - City Hall,
City Hail East and City Hall
South - conveitiently joined by
bridge, tunnels, piedestrian siiopping centers, and a beautiful
park enhanced by fountains,
landscaping andnumerous works
of art.
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Centurions help kids
and Chick Went give unsel^
f *». • *•__
fishly and wiUmgiy of their time

Local businessmen and police
officers have formed a group to
help children who need it in the
Central City area. Called the
Central City Centurions, the
group mainly helps children
from the Alpine Queens area
and the William Mead Projects,
both located just north of the
Civic Center. Businessmen from
all over the Central Business
District have joined the group,
however. They donate their
time and their money to this
State Chartered Non-Profit
Oraanization
^ough sponsored by business-

■ V

now have 50 and are hoping
r
for 100 by the first of the year, off-duty tune. This was the first
Anybody who is interested can tnp to the Museum for the
join Members report tremendous 80 youngsters, and they all enjoyed
satisfaction from working with
these 9 to 18-year-olds
One memorable day for
Centurions and children as well
was last summer when they aU
decided to
go to
the
ueciucu
lo gu
lutreated
uic beach.
The
Centurions
the kids
to anything they wanted, be
sides donating a day of their
time. Everyone came home ex
hausted and happy.
If you are interested in
pving or getting pleasure, you
can contact Mickey Schwartz
of Arro Salvage. He is president
of the
the uentunons.
Centurions. ur
Or you
you can
can
o.
at Parker Center.

L w L
k Went, and Robert Sanchez

WORLD

Another activity sponsored by
die Centurions is a camping trip
into the San Bernardino Mountains.
This year 75 kids from the central
city area went under the super
vision of 15 dedicated Los
Angeles Police Officers.
The Main activities sponsored by
the Centurions are team sports.
There is boys’ flag football, ^rls’
volleyball, boys’ badcetball, girls’
softball, and boxing. The girls’
volleyball .team placed first in die
city last year.

■ .1

■i1
Freeway Bridge just north of New Federal Building.

BRIDGE TO STAY

,

For all of you who have
“But isn’t that also an ex
been asking us to find out what
pense to the taxpayers?”
is happening with the abandoned
Silence. And because we’«
railroad bridge over the freeway
Boys’ Club holds its meetings at
not angry, pushy interviewers
adjacent to Aliso and Alameda
Ann Street School on Friday af
yet, and we knew he saw his
just north of the new Federal
ternoons for two hours. The club
illogical answer, we said “I
Building, don’t panic. Whatever
consistsof 20 youths who live in
guess you must be using the
they are going to do, it’s not
the William Mead Projects. The •
tracks somewhere else.”
“Yes.”
going to be soon. And it may
purpose of the club is to promote
be never. So you can still take
a better understanding among
The man was very nice. W
youth and the police. These youths your shortcut to work.
just took him by surprise.
The interview we had or
are given lectures on juvenile laws,
Maybe you can find out mor
tried to have with Southern
drug abuse, bicycle safety and arc
Call Southern Pacific at
Pacific was one of Arose curt
given the opportunity to express
624-6161 and ask for engines
yes-no affairs. For your own
their feelings on any subject they
ing. See what you can find o
information
part
of
it
went
choose. The members range in age
like this:
from 9 to 13.
The Alpine-Queen Club holds
**Are you going to tear down
its meetings on the first Wednesday the bridge?”
“No.”
of the month at Our Lady Queen
of Angels School in the evenii^ The
“Why not? You took up the
tackJ’
purpose of the club is to meet,
once a month and exchange general
“We can’t see that the ex-'
information, form athletic teams
pense to the taxpayers is jus
CIVK CENTER NEWS
and sponsor a Christmas dance. The tified.”
meetings usually last two to three
“Then why did you take up
hours. The club has a memberdiip
the tracks?”
“Because flrey weren’t being/
of 20 youths, 13 through 17.
usedr

671-640S

S POTLIGHT
EL PUEBLO FIRB HOUSE

Travel Service
FREE TICKET DELIVERY

If you had walked into the
El Pueblo Fire House in any
year from 1898 through 1959
,Information, reservations, ticketsS you would have been doing
Airlines-cruises-hotels
^ something no man had ever
Sightseeing
done before.
Because in those 61 years
Mexico Tours-Mexico Hotels
the Fire House was either a
Mexico Train-Mexico Bus
saloon, a hotel, or a drug
Agencias Mimdiales
store.
U7W. 4thSt.L.A.
The Fire House itself was
629-1115
I
Los Angeles’ first fire station
and was built in 1884, re
maining in operation until
1897. Then, after being used
for other purposes until 1959,
the station was restored to
its present condition in 1960.
Your TOP or TRENCH COAT
Today it houses some
beautiful, antique fire fight
ing equipment including a
Chemical Company engine
which holds 100 gallons of
water. The water from the
When you have it cleaned at
Chemical Company was
our regular low price.
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
TRAVEL

. ,
• • • • , j
Typical activities include a tour
.
. _ .
.
.

for new members. A few months
held for 80 underpr.vdeged
ago they had 35 members. They yonng people fr^ f

men, the idea was formed and
the impetus to the project was
gjven by policemen. Policemen
do coaching of the various
teams, counseling of parents
and children, and organizing
and coordinating of all youth
activities. According to Sergeant
Mike Greenwood, Community
Relations Officer, Officers
Randy Carter, Robert Sanchez,

Officers Randy Carter, (
with girls volleyball team

.

i

instantly ready for use.
Previously, with the old
steam engines, it took six
minutes to raise sufficient
pressure to get water to the
hoses, if you had a 5minute fire, you were in
trouble.
Next time you’re over by
the plaza, maybe after a
Mexican lunch in Olvera
Street, drop in to see the
Fire House. They’ve got

numerous action pictures of
fires and fire engines on
the wall, plus all the old
equipment.
Ask the caretaker to teD
you about the old days in
Los Angeles. His stories are
fascinating. Spend a little
time. Your boss won’t
mind if you take an hour and
a half lunch break. He’s
probably an old fire horse
himself.

REDWOOD
SHOP
BUS PASSES
Paperback Books
Greeting Cards - Giftt
Photo Developing
Phone: 688-7451
230 West 2nd Street

St

FREE

WATERPROOFED

FREE

PHYUS fashion:
236 West Second

SAVE $2.00
HOLIDAY CLEANERS
and LAUNDRY
300 N. Los Angeles Street
(In New Federal Building
Basement - B229)
ms SPEC/Al OFFER good
October 10 • October 23

10%
If Mr. Jonathan A. Kite walked
up to the eighth floor of the
County Hall of Administration
Building, and you walked up to
the ninth floor, would you be
higher than A. Kite?

DISCOUN'
With this ad
fire ungine No. I in El Pueblo Fire House.
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-THE PLAZA SUBSTATION
Preface
The full history of the Plaza Substation probably will never be
written.

The reason for this is twofold.

First, buildings which

serve a living purpose usually leave behind a substantial historical
legacy.

This legacy is found in newspaper coverage; published sources—

such as memoirs and recollections, monographs and articles; and, for
tunately, on occasion a body of manuscripts.

Buildings, however,

which serve in a ^service capacity, especially those which are buried
within the overall assets of a corporation, seldom receive more than
passing notice.

In essence, service buildings rarely leave behind

them an historical legacy of sufficient dimension to detail with exacti
tude their history.

What one finds is that the corporation is more

important historically than any specific service building belonging to
it.

Second, in the case of the Plaza Substation, those coroorate

records which did exist relatinc to the structure—as an asset—have
1
been dest;royed.
That loss throws a cloud over any effort to present
a full and final statement on the Plaza Substation.
With this as an understanding, what follows is an attempt to
present what is known about the Plaza Substation.

At the same time, a

number of questions remain unanswered with little or no prospect that
they ever will be resolved.

The paucity of surviving information tells

us a few t^ngs, but not everything.
*

★

^

A

Historical Backaround‘
The tangled history of early electric railw’ay transportation in
4

X

Los Angeles up to

has been extensively treated.

Since the concern

here is with the Plaza Substation in the El Pueblo de Los Angeles
State Historic Park, discussion will be directed specifically at
the historical background which relates to that service structure.
In 1895 the Los Angeles Railway Company was chartered "to succeed
to the property and franchises" of the Los Angeles Consolidated Rail
way, a company formed by Moses H, Sherman and Eli P. Clark several
years previously.

The entire assets of the Sherman-Clark bankrupt

enterprise vjere taken over and immediate plans were made for the elec
trification of the cable lines.

Approximately 108 miles of tract was

involved in the purchase, which amounted to $4,000,000.

The new comr»

t.

pany president was Thomas Brov;n, a San Francisco financier.
In the wake of the establishment of the new transportation company,
efforts toward expansion and modernization were mounted.

Three years

later, in 1898, the firm was completely reorganized,and through pur
chase and amalgamation the Los Angeles Railway Company was enlarged to
include the Main Street Railway, the Agricultural Park Railroad, the
San Mateo Street Railway and the San Pedro Street Railroad.

This new

company actually marks the debut of Henry E. Huntington's activities
in stree-railway businesses in Southern California.

Within a year the

Los Anaeles and Pasadena Electric Railwav was added to the expandinr
4

lines.
Tunong the companies merged or acquired by the Los.'Angeles Railway
Company in Ig'^f,, one in particular should be noted.

The Main Street

P.ailway—not to be confused vrith the Main, Fifth and San Pedro Street
Railway Company--was franchised on May 11, 1897 to John C.- Lynch, of
San Francisco.

Kis company was authorized to construct a.nd to operate

a line beginning at Main Street opposite the Plaza; hence on the south
side of the Plaza to Los Angeles Street; then south;along Los Angeles
Street to First; from there east to San Pedro Street, then south to
South Park Avenue fnov.’ called Avalon Blvd.] to Slauson Avenue.

Operatic’

{

'coinrnenced on Auoust 1, 1898, but only on San Pedro Street between
Fifth and Thirteenth Streets.

The remainder of the proposed line

was still uncompleted when it was ectjuired by the Los Angeles Railway
Company, October 1, 1898, with final conveyance dating March 11, 1899.
At the outset of the reorganized Los Angeles Railway Company,
headquarters were established in the Wells Fargo Building in San Fran
cisco.

Huntington served as the first president.

Kis tenure would

be a long one.

By 1901 the assets of the firm, stock and bonded in7
debtedness each amounted to $5,000,000.
In 1902 Huntington moved
to Los Angeles and residered there for the remainder of his life (althought he died in Philadelphia in 192*7) .

His son, by his' first mar

riage, Howard E. Huntington, became general manager of the company
in 1904 .

It was reputed that

Huntinoton owned 55% of the cauital
'
8
stock, while the "syndicate” owned the balance. Because of Huntington's
C

bold plans for expansion in the face of pressed economic times the
latter grout? sold their interests to the Southern Pacific Railroad
9
Company.
On the eve of Huntington's rem.oval to Los Angeles from San Francisc
he bought into the relatively unimportant local line, the Pacific Elecr
trie Railway Company.

Thus beginning in 1902 he commenced the develop

ment of two interrelated but distinct corporate transportation systems.
Because he owned both an intra-city transportation system as well as
iriTcrw.k-liPl'v

extensive dJitur-Joar! properties, in 1901, "with a view to consolidating
all the street railv;avs in and around Los Anaeles,” the Pacific Elec10
trie was incorporated.
The latter company by 1903-1904 was ov.mec
by Huntington, who controlled 50% of the stock, and the Southern Pacific
v.’hich controlled the balance. Huntington, however, retained majority
control of the Los Anaeles RaiDxcti^/--(55% to 4 5% for the Southern Pacific
{

Thus, Huntington dominated and controlled the Los Angeles Rail<i;^>iz>^.''—

(

I

Company, while the Pacific Electric Was governed by a board of directli
ors.
Throughout the decade, 1901-1911, Huntington was the majorforce
in building and. providing transit services to Los Angeles and Southern
California.

His unique position of strength in thfe Los Angeles Railway

Company and the Pacific Electric insured a "mutuality" of interests
and cooperation as the two firms continued to expand their field of
operations.

As an indication of the complexity and scope of transit

operations. Pacific Electric also acquired the Los Angeles Interurban
Railway Company which coordinated its activities with the Los Angeles
12
Railway Company. Another aspect of the complexity of management
war a third Huntington enterprise of enormous consequence to the two
transit comnanies, his vast' landholdings. He became "the greatest
. . '
13
single landowner in Southern California."
The expanding..Huntington transit activities required ever in
creasing demands for electrical power.

To insure a ready, supply,

Huntington developed power and electric companies to serve that end.
These weire controlled by the Los Angeles Railway Company. 'Service
was also supplied to the Pacific Electric.

The’ success-.of. the* two

companies was accelerated by Huntington's power investments.
The Pacific Light and Power Company was incorporated in March
1902.

Capitalized at $10,000,000, the company was formed by absorbing

the San Gabriel Electric Company.

The latter company had a water power

generator in Azusa, a steam generator in Los Angeles, and a power
station in San Antonio Canyon.

It owned sixty-three miles of trans
it
mission lines as well as distribution lines in Los. Angeles.
VJithii.
a vear. controlling’interest in two other electrical companies was
15
acquired, followed by three m-ore
19C'I.
At the same time, construc
tion was commenced on a 10,000 horse-pov7er generating plant on the
i;ern-River and. a 20,000 horse-power steam generator at Redondo Beach,

In January 191C the company was reincorporated and the Domestic
Gas Comoany of Los Anqeles (Southern California Gas Company], which
17
owned the City Gas Company, was purchased.
Expansion of transit lines, requiring a ready electrical supply,
lead to the construction of a number of substations to

the

electrical requirements of the various lines operated by both the
Los Angeles Railway Company, the Los Angeles Interurban Railway
Company, and the Pacific Electric.

The Plaza Substation was one of

those"facilities constructed to serve that power demand.

But before

4

turning to the Plaza Substation^it is important to trace the final
corporate genealogy of the Los Angeles Railway Company, which owned
and operated the Plaza Substation.
Apparently unhappy with the involvement of the Southern Pacific
Railroad Company as a minority owner of the Los Angeles Railway Company
and as joint owner of the Pacific Electric, Huntington moved to clarify
the corporate situation.

He relinquished his 50% interest in Pacific

Electric to the Southern Pacific.

In exchange the Southern Pacific

traded its 45% interest in the Los Angeles Railway Company.
z-c/

It'

thus became sole ovmer of the^ Lds Angeles Railway

Huntington

j-■

In the

bargain he retained the Los Angeles City Railway (which was organized
in 1910 to build extensions) and the Pacific Light and Power Corpora
tion (including control of the Southern California Gas Company).

The

Southern Pacific received the Pacific Electric system, the Los Angeles
Interurban Railway Company, and the Los Angeles and Redondo Beach Rail
way Company.

The following year, 1911, an additional sixty=three in

dividual lines controlled bv other comoanies meraed to form the Pacific
IS
'
Electric Railwav.
Regardless of the separation of Huntington's interest, the Los
do'V'

Angeles Railwav Cor-opf^ and the Southern Pacific-controlled Pacific
Electric Railway Company continued their intramural cooperation.

.. .

-6-

For exhinple, in August 1923 they entered partnership in the Los
Angeles Motor Bus Company with headquarters in the Pacific Electric
Building.

It was a harbinger of death for the electrified rail

transport activities of both companies.
alternative.

However, there was little

When a group of eastern capitalists petitioned the Los

Angeles City Council for thirteen franchises to operate a bus system,
the Los Angeles Railway and the Pacific Electric threatened to ter
minate their electrical transit systems if the requests were granted.
Faced with such threats and fearful that others would follow suit,
having won the first challenged^ the two companies moved to inaugurate
motor bus service themselves, both^separately and jointly.

On May

7, 1923, the Board of Public Utilities approved the initial-operations
for bus service by the Los Angeles Railway and granted it permission
to join with the Pacific Electric in joint operations^-

The Los

Angeles Railway commenced bus service in early June and the two comoanies
19
launched their joint motor service in August,
On Huntington's death in 1921^, George J. Kurhts succeed to the
presidency of the Los Angfeles Railway

At

biiV.' death, April 1,.

1932, Samuel H. Haskins, senior partner in the law firm of. Gibson,
Dunn & Crutcher^ followed.

He had served for thirty years as the

attorney for Huntington's many interests.

The fourth president,

Lucius S.Storrs took Haskins' place, November 1, 1936.

His tenure/iwas

followed by P. B. Harris who became president on May 1, 1939.

He

would preside over the company's corporate demise.
On January 1C, 19-^5, American City Lines, a subsidiary holding
company of National City Lines, a Midwest corporation, took over
■ ?

the Los Angeles Railway d’crfcv-a.-t'-'’’Purchased on December 4, 1944, for
a pa\Tnent of about $13,000,000 to the Huntington estate, the Tunericar.
city Lines acquired all the Los Angeles Railway Cot»^"L^^^''’^tranEit
o,-T»-.T-)pp,'

1,0= Annni/5-

mr-pps^t T.iner*.

,Tho key to the transaction was that the newly b./led Los Angeles
Transit Lines vras bent on motorizing the transport system.

At

the time of the transfer of ownership, the Los Angeles Railway Car/’ora tun*
had 1,034 streetcars and 531 buses in operation.
Los Angeles Transit L./n es

Immediately, the

placed an order for an additional 237 buses.

The new president, Ralph Fitzgerald, had, with his four brothers,
built his financial career in

the bus business, commencing with a

small operation in Minnesota that blossomed into a giant nationwide
bus corporation.
rail service.
buses.

That experience sealed the doom of electrified

Gradually the shift was made to motor trolleys and

But streetcars were not abandoned outright.

Indeed, on those
■■•I

lines retained efforts at modernization through the introduction of
21
streamline cars was made.
Parallel to this development, the Pacific Electric was having its
troubles.

Beginning in the late thirties, the company began to cut

back on its because of lack of volume. After an extensive study by
A
the California Railroad Commission, the Pacific Electric commenced to
eliminate much of its service.

Between 1935' and 1941 service was dis-

continued on a number of lines, retaining onlv "the high-densitv
22
traffic lines" in tact.
World War II years stabilized the situation,
but pence brought further losses.

The end result was that by 1950

"all remaining passenger serv^ice was abandoned exceot to Lonn Beach
23
and San Pedro, and to Bellflower, Hollywood, and Burbank." The end
was near.
In 1954 the Pacific Electric Railway Cery».^<^

sold its passenger

lines to the nev/ly formed Metropolitan Coach Lines.

The Metropolitan

decided to convert existing lines into bus service.

Efforts to

carry the conversion through ran into difficulties.

The ftate. Commissi

refused to sanction replacement of rail service by buses on all lines
except the Hollwood and Burbank.

An impasse was reached.
’ -f

-r

At the same time the Los Angeles Transit Lines ran afoul of
the Federal government.

A Federal Grand Jury, sitting in Los Angeles,

indicted the company for violations of the anti-trust laws.

When

the criminal aspects of the case were settled, civil matters clogged
24
the local transit scene.
Through the enactment in 1957 of the Los Angeles Metropolitan
Transit Authority by the State legislature, a solution for public
transportation in the greater Los Angeles area was found.

On April 1,

1958, the Authority purchased the Metropolitan Coach Lines (formerly
. •-

the Pacific Electric) and the Los Angeles Transit Lines (formerly the
25 ■
Los Angeles Railway Corporation) .
it i~hii£ returned to single manage
ment the transportation system, which was first shaped and developed
by Kenry E. Huntington in 1901.
The Metropolitan Transit Authority proceeded to complete the
tas3c started by the Ctotropolitan Coach Lines.
all former Pacific Electric rail service.

It gradually abandoned

The same decision was

applied ^to the rail lines still in operation under the Los Angeles
Transit Lines.

On March 31, 1963, the last stre^ar service in Los
26
27
Angeles ceased operations.
If was "Die Day in Los Angeles,"
But the corporate genealogy doer not end there.

In 1965 the

Southern California RapiC; Transit District replaced the Los Angeles
28
Metropolitan Transit Authority.
The RTD, in essence, completely
realized-Huntington's motivating dream "expressed in 1901' "with a
viev’ to consolidating all the street railways in and around Los
7v.ngeles" into one unified system.

The RTD fulfilled that expectant

drear, on a scale even Mr. Huntington could not and did not accomplishrall of Southern California,

+.

*

-h

-h

t.

,*Thc Plzi-a Subr.tation
As the Los Angeles Railway Company’s services expanded, Huntington
had to provide it with electrical power.

This meant the acquisition

of property and the construction of electrical power stations.

By

190^ the company had already in operation two such stations, one
called University Substation, which began operations in 1903; the
other called the Huron Substation, which beaan ooerations either
1
in 1903,.but certainly b>' 1904.
The University Substation was
situated at 736 West Santa Barbara Avenue.

It no longer stands.

The Huron Station was situated on the southwest: .corner of Avenue
28 and Huron.

It still stands.

Thus to it must go the accolade

as being the oldest surviving.feubstation belonging to the Los Angeles
2
Railway Company.
These two pre-Plaza Substations, however, were not adequate for
the company's need.

As a step to provide power needs in and around

the Plaza area, the Los Angeles Railway Company purchased from Mrs.
Luisa Olvera de .Forbes the prooerty upon' which would be constructed
3'..
a power substation. in. December 1903. Construction of the building
follov;ed.

V'rhetheroitowasc-designedrbj^- an architect is not known.
<..t was patterned after thciulfh.CEr which were underaoinc

construction at the same time.

For example, a new car barn was

ordered built on a site at Sunset and North Broadway on August 12,
1904.

The site was to be cleared of all the "old adobe houses" and

the buildings V70uld follovr the "Mission lines of architecture."

An

examination of surviving photographs indicates that all of the
facilities built durinc the decade 1901-1911 follov.’e.d this same tvpc
5
of style.
As to the precise date v.’hen construction beaan on the Plaza
6
Substatioi;, nothing is presently knov.’n.
It no doubt follov.’ed shortly

-11-

after the acquisition of the property site.

As to the precise date

when the structure was completed, the be6t guess would be about 1905.

n

This is knovjn: in 1906 two motor generators were installed which
had a capacity of 1000 kv; power each. The following year, 1907, a
c
third of similar size was added. No additional equipment was added
to the Plaza Substation until 1920.

In that year two rotary converters

with a capacity of 1500 kw each were added.
capacity to 6000 kw.

This brought the station's

Unlike some of the company's substations, the

Plaza Substation never was automated.
service career a manual station.

It remained throughout its

One distinction it had: it pro

duced more power than &nyof theotheir Los Angeles-Railway's substations,
Ilov.’ever, it was not the largest.

That honor fell

• the Melrose Sub

station at 644 North Kingsley Drive which was built much later and
which no longer stands.

The Melrose facility totaled 31,921 square

feet, as compared to the Plaza's 8345 square feet.
the most valuable.

Nor was the Plazc

ThaL distinction was also held by the Melrose

Substation which v/as appraised at $58,900; as compared to the Plaza's
appraised value, $45,300.

However, the Plaza's land was appraised at

4-oc-t

a higher square market value than Melrose., $5,417 oer souare foot,
^
1(
compared to $1,846 per square foot.
At the time of the sale of the Los Angeles Railway Corporation
to the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transit Authoritv in 1958, the Plaza

li
Substation v^as given a market value of $45,300.
and building.

This was for the land

By that date equipment had been removed.

When the Plaza

Substation ceased to function-as a service unit is not clear.

No doubt

it had beer, closed prior to the evaluation survey and the equipment
liquidated.
It has been reported that Mrs. Christine Sterling was vratchful
on the matter of what -was to become of the Plaza Substation.

It appears

that she was promiseo that should the property

placed on the

market^it would be made available to the Olvera Street Corporation,
After her death, it is reported that the Historical Society of Southern
California in the person of Frank B. Putman (now deceased) continued
12
to be watchful on this same matter.
Nothing'was done about the disposal of the property by the
Los Angeles Transit

Thus the property was in the assets

I

acquired by the Los Angeles Metrooolitar. Transit'Authority which
1^
v;as
purchase on April 1, 1958,
It was this .agency which made the Plaza Substation available
for purchase by the State of California.

The sale was executed on

October 1, 1964.

The property titles and

The price was $37,500'.

related documents on the property v/ere transfered to the Department
of General Services Administration.
1£T
the State of California.

Ownership is still invested in

***<■*

Historical Retrospect
Presently there survives in the City of Los. Angeles
which v;ere built by the Los Angeles Railway Company.

suhstatio.

They are as

follows:
Huron Substation, southwest corner Avenue 28 and Huron
(built by 190?')
Plaza Substation, 10 Olvera Street
(built by 1905)
Slauson Substation, 5843 Towne Avenue [an^iintregal part
of the fcimed Division 5, which occupies the block
on South 7\valon Blvd., between V7est 53rd and. 54th
Streets, address 23 00
54 Street]
(built by 19'‘7 )
Soto Substation, 560 Soto Street [northeast corner at
Sixth and Soto]
(built by IC'i:'.
Of these four surviving substr.tionc, Huron is the oldest in point of
construction ai\d service.

t

Of these four, the largest by far is the

r
SlauSon Substation and the related buildings which make up what
V7as called Division 5.

The substation opened in 1907 and the car
2
houses, dubbed Division 5, in 1911.
This complex still stands

and is presently occupied by a variety of assorted manufacturing
enterprises.

■•I

Thus, the Plaza Substation can be labeled the second oldest
surviving substation which was built and owned by the Los Angeles
Pailway Company.

At one time it was- one of fourteen such substations
3
in operation by the com.pany. Today, four remain standing.

*****

Historical Assessment
An examination of surviving records and the published literature
indicates that the Plaza Substation has no identifiable historical
value.

It was built by a construction firm; there was no identifiable

distinguished architect involved; the design was commonplace, being
»
used for
several like contemporary structures built by the Los

Angeles Railway Company. • The structure was not used fob any unusual
or distinguished purpose—it was a distributing station supplying
power needs to the electric railway lines for a specified area. It
was a service facility.
In the light of criteria which are established for historic
preservation, namely that any building which is considered for
preservation should have "outstanding historical and cultural sig
nificance in the nation or in the state, region, or community ir
which it exists," in the light of such evaluation, the Plasc ?u-'
station is without merit.

v;
*****
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NOTES

Preface

'

,

•/■■'

n

In an interview with Mrs. Virginia Reece, Secretary, Southern
California Rapid, Transit District, I was informed that the records
of the Los Angeles Transit Lines were destroyed after the firm was
legally dissolved.

This was concurred in by Mr. Charles E. Hauden-

schield. Real Estate Broker, Real Property Divisiionv Southern
California Rapid Transit District.

Mr. Haudenschield recalled, for

f

he had access to them, that the Los Angeles Transit Lines ke^jt' complete
and detailed files on their property.

Efforts to locate any sur

viving Los Angeles Transit Lines'• material has proved^negative..

*****

Historical Background
1
The most valuable survey, and an extensive one, is found in the
manuscript by Edwin L. Lewis, "Street Railvray Development in Los
Angeles and Environs 1783-1895," prepared in 1935.
one of his two-volume unpublished history,

This is yolume

A copy is in the Huntington

Library, with a carbon copy in the Office of the Secretary, Southern
California Rapid Transit District.
More accessible, but less detailed is the article by Dumke cited
in the follov:ing note.

The "Sources" which follow these notes lists

a number of other items, both published and unpublished.
"15

Glenn S. Dumke, "Early Interurban Transportation in the Los Angeles
7vrec;, "

^■*-1,-. tt5
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